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Ralph Nader Addresses Crowd At Austin Arts
Green Party Presidential Candidate Delivers An Atypical Campaign Speech During Two Day Swing
BY ERNESTO C. ANGUILLA
News Editor
Last Wednesday, October 30,
Green Party Presidential Candi-
date Ralph Nader paid a visit to
Trinity as part of a two day cam-
paign swing through Connecti-
cut. Nader, who has been visible
in American politics for years as
a consumer advocate, claimed
to be running for the highest
office because of the failure of
our two-party system.
Nader was received in the
Austin Arts Center by a sizable
crowd of students, faculty, and
members of the local commu-
nity. "I'm excited to hear from
someone who stands up for the
environment and social equal-
ity like Ralph Nader," said Paige
McGinley '99 before the speech.
She already promised her vote
to Nader before he even began
talking. "I'm disappointed that
Bill Clinton has deserted the
left-wing," she explained.
Nader began his address by
blasting the current influence
islators "ir the curpomteinTer-
est groups can't stop passage of
legislation, they'll try to stop
enforcement of that legislation,"
said Nader.
He then commented on how
the American "merchant class"
has trampled on other common
interests throughout history
through acts like slavery and
child labor. "Congress allows
these interests to take over be-
cause they are filling their cam-
paign coffers," said Nader.
According to him, this self-ser-
vicing system of government
coupled with a fundamental
lack of understanding among
elected officials over what their
role in history is creates a bu-
reaucracy which does not ben-
efit the public.
Throughout his speech,
Nader consistently used a meta-
phorical "yardstick" to make his
points. He said that officials to-
day think that a six percent un-
. employment rates acceptable.
"Would Harry Truman or
Dwight Eisenhower be O.K.
with six percent unemploy-
ment," questioned Nader, "1
don't think so."
rather than the ones politicians
have been handing to us. "Why
aren't we looking at what has to
be the most important yard-
stick: 23 percent of our nation's
children are living in poverty,"
he said.
Anotherof Nader's yardsticks
was a statistic he provided say-
ing that today, a corporate ex-
ecutive makes 185 times an
entry-level employee as op-
posed to 50 years ago when the
rate was 12 times.
Nader also accused the
Democratic and Republican
parties of failing to give a viable
choice to the voters. "They try
to defeat each other by trying to
look more and more like each
other," he said.
This statement struck a
chord with some of the more
partisan members of the audi-
ence. "It is not fair to say that the
Democrats and Republicans
look alike," commented Ben
Barry '99, President of the Trin-
ity College Democrats, "If that
were true, the Democrats would
have gone along with the Re-
cators of economic growth see NADER on page seven...
Students Share In Cynicism
National Political Discontent Shared On Campus
Ralph Nader made a campaign stop at Trinity last




Turned off by partisan poli-
tics and a belief that their vote
doesn't matter, college students
across the nation are displaying
an unprecedented lack of inter-
est in this upcoming election.
Though both major Presidential
candidates have courted the
youth vote throughout this elec-
tion campaign constantly fo-
cusing on issues such as
education, CNN predicts that
only 25 percent of college stu-
dents will vote. Low voter turn-
out among those under 25 has
been the norm since the fran-
chise was extended to all citi-
zens 18 years are older, yet this
years lack of interest is espe-
cially surprising given the fact
that student involvement rose
dramatically during the '92
election.
At Trinity however the in-
volvement of students seems to
stand in direct contrast with the
national trend. In a poll con-
ducted last March, 265 students
said that they planned on vot-
ing in the upcoming election,
compared to just 26 who said
that they would abstain.
Though this would seem to sug-
gest a feeling of empowerment,
most students still feel that their
vote has little are no effect.
"I vote because I have been
socialized to vote by my parents
and society," states Kathy Pierre
'99," and because, I just can't
come up with a good enough
reason not to vote." This belief
that voting is a duty which does
little practical good is echoed by
many more at Trinity." Voting
makes a difference in how I feel
about my self, but it doesn't re-
ally have any effect in the way
that the government works,"
said Wat Tyler'99.
In addition to feeling that
their vote has little are no effect
on politicians many students
see little or no discernible dif-
ference between the two major
parties. "Bob Dole and Bill
Clinton are basically the same
person, there is no real differ-
ence between their politics, and
I don't feel that strongly about
either." said James Madison '99.
Elaborating on this fact Dan
Gianelli '99 points out that both
of these candidates have basi-
cally the same policy in order to
deal with Medicare. "The differ-
ence in the amount that the two
candidates propose to allocate
to Medicare is something like 1
percent. At one level they are
the same," states Gianelli.
In order to rectify this prob-
lem many students feel that
there is a need for more third
party candidates." I'm for inde-
pendent parties, because people
shouldn't have to be channelled
into two parties. I believe that a
multiparty system would more
accurately reflect the views of
the country. However in order
for this to work the government




In a letter released Wednes-
day of last week, the Office of
Residential Life (ORL) sent let-
ters to staff members outlin-
ing a proposed plan to
drastically overhaul the struc-
ture of ORL which has elicited
strong emotions staff-wide.
The plan, written by a com-
mittee consisting of Senior As-
sociate Dean of Students Mary
Thomas, Associate Director of
the Trinity College First Year
Program Carolyn Waliach,
SGA Representative Jason
Chyng'98, ORL Employees Ali
McCartney'97 and Carrneh
Mazzotta '97, as well as Direc-,
tor of Residential Life,1 Sarah
Neill and Assistant Director of
Residential Life, Ed Stigall.
Although still in the rough
stages of development, the
proposal is .expected to be put
before the Board of Trustees.
And as First Year Staff Coor-
dinator for ORL McCartney
puts it, "it will probably go
through", a sentiment' re-
flected by several other staff
members.
Created in"reaction to Vice
President of Student Services
Jim Mullen's call for all Trin-
ity institutions to reevaluate
theij; programs, the.prop'oiied
plan would eliminate the staff
coordinator positions, resident
coordinators (RC's), and Com-
munity Coordinators (CCs).
Instead, the campus would be
divided into four areas gov-
erned by graduate students in
Area Coordinator (AC) posi-
tions, - In addition, the plan
calls for R A's on every floor of
"resident halls, including up-
perclassrhan housing, and
"Head Residents" in Freshman
-housing. - -
- While Jennings acknowl-
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Read all about their
chances 21
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Coming Home
Homecoming. Welcomed by the politically correct sign reading, "Welcome
back Alumni (ae)," former students of the distant and not-so-distant past
walked the grounds once again. The campus also welcomed little Trinity
alum-spawn dressed in their pint sized Trinity sweatshirts, rolling down the
hill from the chapel or imitating the football players on the side line.
For the more recent grads, however, their time here did not seem all that
noteworthy. In fact, most of them felt that no time had past at all. That was
not the case for most of us who have moved on without them. To see those
faces that appear to us a foggy haze, we marvel at their existence in "the real
world."
There's something strange, however, that those people we view as having
"made it through" or even "escaping" come back here and partake in all of
the activities we do, as if they've entered some sort of twisted time warp where
their supposed responsibilities and maturity all cease to exist. You can spot
alumni getting plastered and hitting on freshmen, just like we do. It's scary.
The fright is not based in the fact that it actually occurs, but that it seems
so normal and acceptable to these alums. It may be hard for most of us to
admit, but don't we picture ourselves as having outgrown most of these be-
haviors by the time we leave?—Like there's some magic transformation we
expect in ourselves, the same false expectancy we have at puberty or when
we turn sixteen, that somehow we will be inherently different.
Well, we're not, or rather, we won't be. It's somewhat comforting to know
that most alums have jobs or are in school, but somehow that realization isn't
quite as sweet when the person relating their post-Trinity experience to you
is piss drunk.
Oh well, that seems to be the nature of the beast...at least for a few years.
Those alums have come home. Home to a place that has changed, where
they can remember who they once were and exhibit who they now are. The
more recent grads have just come back. Not unappreciated or missed, but
not changed or transformed, either. Maybe the fault lies in an expectancy to
be different after leaving this campus, but more likely the fault is in the in-
ability to live out these expectations.
' J i, : i i
Halloween Thanks
To the Editor,
We just wanted to thank all of the clubs and organizations
that helped us with Halloween on Vernon St on Sunday. Every-
one did a great job and hopefully had a great time. The following
clubs participated:
North Campus and New Dorm residents - candy distribution
Chemistry- Gooey Stuff
Medical Club - Face Painting
New Dorm/Seniors - Bobbing for apples/treats
SGA - Candy Donation
Ivy Society - Bobbing for apples
Fire Society - Pin tail on Donkey
Raven Society - Candy/Ghost Stories
St. Anthony Hall- Haunted House
Newman Club - Gooey Stuff/prizes
Praxis - musical chairs
Cleo of AX - Haunted Cavern
Junior Class - Pumpkin Decorating
Psychology Club - Mask making
Women's Rugby - money for candy
Freshman Class - money for candy
Cory Bragar - magic
Columns- pumpkin toss, candy
TCAC - games, candy
Thanks again!
Sincerely,
The Coomunity Outreach Steering Board
Homecoming!!!
Young and Old alumni all returned to tell us about
the road ahead, and travel once more again over the
road behind. Lots of liquor insured that they all
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Hookups. Alumni usually come home in more
ways than one, butlitis year they were a
little too well behaved Max hi- life .ifter
college isn't that bud.
llmo With a cast of pledges dressed as
McDonald's charachters, Elmo put on
party that filled the Washington Room.
The "seniors" costumes wer e nice, too.
What would Sunday recovery be
without NFL foorball, movies, The
Simpsons, and The X-files?
Productive?Probably not,
The Underground Cheerful staff, free coffee in the
afternoons and entertainment at night.
Wednesday nights now, feature "TV or
not TV" - script readings of old TV sit-
coms.
Parking M It's usually a little tight during Home-
• coming, but this was pathetic.
Trash Plenty of Mess again this weekend, but
this time we get to blame it on alumns.
Lots of Pumpkin messes too- rumor has
it that a student living in Park Place
Towers dropeed one from the twenty
third floor- but,hey, not ou property..
Registration The system really isn't that bad, but hte
limited class selection and spaces can be;
A grovelling to teachers is hardly the best
$jr way to start a student-prof relationship.
POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, named will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not pub-
lish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum. : l
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do"
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod-
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via1
•CAMPUS MAIL Box 702582 ,
•E-MAIL: tnpod@mail.trincoll.edu
• CAMPUS NETWORK General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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What's Wrong
It's finally over, the polls are
closed, the candidates are anx-
iously awaiting the results (yea,
right), and the "experts," who
make their livelihood by care-
fully and scientifically evaluat-
ing elections, are busy telling
the rest of us why we think and
vote the way we do because we,
the electorate, are so dependent
on their circle of knowledge we
can't think for ourselves. Its all
a conspiracy, the whole damn
thing.
They're all in it together; the
politicians, the reporters, the
by Jamie Evans
half? Probably not. I don't mean
to be cynical, but I find it diffi-
cult to believe that our commu-
nity, most effectively induced
into action by offers of free beer
or food, is so concerned with
voting in a seemingly pre-deter-
mined election that even a third
of us took the time to order and
complete absentee ballots or
find a way to the polls. Don't be
offended though, because I
don't really care if you don't
vote. That's all part of the plan.
Its your right not to vote, its your
right to be disgusted with the
They are a collective of 'used-car' salesmen
carefully bending your mind and hoping
to sell you their candidate before you can
even kick the tires or look under the hood.
Secret Service, the pollsters,
even Chelsea. The bizarre
beauty of it is that we don't even
know we're being duped. Much
like the little boy who is told
time and time again that he is
stupid, lazy, and incapable of
thinking for himself, the Ameri-
can electorate has succumbed
to cold and cruel treatment by
our government and their co-
horts.
Did you vote? Last week I
went to the Ralph Nader's lec-
ture, and he asked a similar
question. I would say close to
ninety percent of those present
raised their hands. Are they all
process, but its also your duty to
act as educated and indepen-
dent citizens.
So how does it all work? How
does this tangled web of "Pied
Piper" politics lead us to that
inevitable decision between
non-participatory righteous-
ness or coerced compliance
with the rules of American elec-
tions? I don't really know. I can't,
and neither can you because we
don't have that golden key nec-
essary for us to participate as
true democrats (notice the little
'd', do you know what it
means?); we have no access to
unbiased, unfikered, and un-
The most common sight of
our candidates is in thirty sec-
ond soundbites telling us that
the Republican candidate (in
whatever race, it doesn't seem to
matter) is Newt Gingrich's fa-
vorite drinking partner and
that they are plotting together
to make sure that no one gets
anything from the government
except guns, liquor, and ciga-
rettes. The Republicans are no
better; they would have us be-
lieve that Democrats are deter-
mined to steal every penny of
your income and spend it win-
ing and dining Indonesian busi-
nessmen. The problem arises
when worthless and dishonest
portrayals actually determine
how we vote. It obviously does.
These men and their assistants
are not stupid. They are a collec-
tive of 'used-car' salesmen care-
fully bending your mind and
hoping to sell you their candi-
date before you can even kick
the tires or look under the hood.
It happens every election. We,
for the most part, are woefully
uninformed or, at least,
disinformed.
What do you actually know
about Bill Clinton's position on
Chinese trade? Bob Dole's plan
to fight urban decay? Probably
not much. I don't. I do know that
Bob Dole fought in WWII and,
therefore, he thinks I should
trust him. I do know that Bill
Clinton can wink, smile, and
tell me that he understands my
problems. What?! The informa-
tion we receive is utterly useless,
Our representatives must think
one of two things; either we are
too stupid to understand or care
IF YOU COULD ELECT ANY-
ONE TO BE PRESIDENT,
WHO WOULD IT BE?
CHARLOTTE WHITE '97
"Bistro Jane. Because that's
•the answer to every 'Along
the Long Walk' question."
JOHN PICKFORD '97
"Newt Gingrich. Let him
run Congress, let him run
The White House, the
whole damn show,"
HOIAIE GRIEGO '00
"Calvin. Becasue he's got a
really good way of ratio-
nalizing things to a seven
year old."
p
sive enough to dissuade us from
voting on their side.Yet, these
costumed characters are not
alone in their masquerade.
The media is the vehicle
through which most of us re-
ceive our view of the world and,
thus, politics. Unfortunately, the
media has its own agenda, its
own outlook, and, because of its
position, an incredible ability to
exploit our trust. A news source,
print or TV, which dedicated its
programming strictly to pre-
senting its viewers with a clear
window with which to view
their leaders would be about as
successful as I would be as a
lineman for the New York Jets.
Actually, we have some (NPR
and C-Span), but they are basi-
cally ignored because their pre-
sentation utterly bores us. There
are no loud explosions, scantily
clad women, rock music, or fast
cars.
How do we solve this prob-
lem? That, my friends, is the
biggest bummer of all. We can't
or, at least, we won't. That is not
to say that men like Ralph
Nader and Harry Browne are
not necessary and useful. They
are. That is not to say that you
and I should not fight for what
is right and noble, We should.
Nonetheless, I have this sinking
feeling this conspiracy in elec-
tions is not new. In fact, I suggest
that it is institutionalized in our
system of governance. The
founders knew that an in-
formed public could be a dan-
gerous public and they took
steps to insure that knowledge
(and, thus, power) would re-
main carefully placed in the
hands of the few privledged
citizens empowered to run the
country. There's only one way
out, and we won't go there...
Calypsc^and TCAG '^i
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Fountain Delivers Cool Joy
BY D O N HEVNER
Opinion Writer
It had been on this campus
for three years and only re-
cently had I realized that it was
more than Just a source of re-
freshment, it was a friend. Be-
fore I get started I have to give
credit where credit is due.
Without the class of 1993 this
article would never have been
born. It all started a little over
a week ago when 1 was stand-
ing omside the Cinestudio
waiting for the timetopass be-
fore the start of the film I was
about to see. My mouth was a
bit on the dry side, and I didn't
have time to run to the Cave to
get a drink when 1 first laid
eyes on it. Granted, 1 had no-
ticed the water fountain in
Croat of Goodwin and Wood-
ward before, but we had yet to
interact and licit the time was
right.
As 1 strolled over, questions
plagued my mind. Would
there be any random bits of '
trash in the drain? Is it going
to be one of those water foun-
tains that has so little pressure
the pressure and temperature
were amazing. The pressure
was so amazing in fact that my
first attempt atadrink resulted
in a decent amount of the wa-
ter up my nose and not down


























skipping classes just to be with.
my precious water fountain.
to share my story with others
to help them realize the full
value of this resource.
So don't be afraid, step right
on up and 1 hope that you can
develop the same kind of rela-
tionship with it that I have.
,,.thinking about its sensual rectangular
shape, the.stone casing over the fountain
top, and the aesthetically pleasing little
pebbles all over it, t realized what I must
do, .. • .
looks as though it's.ctyin;
ill Ahe;KMffiJ3e. geinji
' UU8ABUCKWEIL
However, it is with a heavy
heart- that t add the following
postscript,
• Unbeknownst same, ouriri-
treptd buildings'and grounds
staff has turned the water off
for the winter, I understand
this because the last thing I
want to happen i? for a pipe, to




When 1.arrived at the foun-
tain all of my questions were
answered. Save for a "Jolly
tencher" wrapper in the drain,
jfter many nights of litt le '
over the fountain top, and the
aesthetically pleasing little
pebbles all-over" it, 1 realized
what I must do. I-wasn't going'
totrytoieepitssecret,rrie
aWdarkdays ffiarrnake win-
ter in New England. If your
ever g<mittg.down and you
don't thitik-you can make it,
• just remember'?!?h.at you've got
' waiting for you wiien thecpiad




Its preregistration time. Se-
niors are frantically trying to
find that easy math or science
class to fulfill the dreaded dis-
tribution requirements. Those
with exceptional foresight have
saved both for this coming se-
mester, ensuring that the last se-
mester at Trinity be one of true
enlightenment. The truly cou-
rageous have postponed apply-
ing for vital transfer and AP
credits until November of se-
nior year. That story, though,
will be left for another time and
appropriately another author.
Those damn math and science
classes are a real burden for
those of us choosing to major in
one of the humanities. Can we
really be expected to gain mas-
tery over the finer points of Sta-
tistics or Conservation Biology
when we've been geared up for
political science or philosophy
for so long? Why declare a ma-
jor if you are going to be saddled
with these unnecessary and su-
perfluous requirements. Well,
you may learn something, irrel-
evant to your major or proposed
career plans, but fascinating
and thought provoking none-
theless.
-1 often wish Trinity had more
distribution requirements. Cur-
rently we're required to take
only one class in each of five ar-
eas; humanities, numerical and
symbolic reasoning, arts, natu-
ral sciences and social sciences.
Given that one's major will most
likely require classes that can be
used to fill at least two of the re-
quirements, we are really only
left with three areas of concen-
science with a lab, a year or two
of a foreign language, a philoso-
phy class and an English class
among other additions. Time
and again we are told that we
really are in college to learn how
to think. Classes need not be
applicable to a major or minor
to serve this purpose. Anyone
True interdisciplinary learning would be
better facilitated by increasing the number
of areas of concentration required by the
distribution requirement.
tration which will fall outside
of our chosen course of study.
Not only is this not burden-
some, it simply is not enough to
ensure an interdisciplinary
education. While the minor is
intended to provide students
with an integration of multiple
fields of study, I believe this goal
could be better achieved by a re-
working of the current distribu-
tion requirements. Obviously
minors are both useful and edu-
cational to some, but to others
they simply help to fill up the
four or five classes taken each
semester. True interdisciplinary
learning would be better facili-
tated by increasing the number
of areas of concentration re-
quired by the distribution re-
quirement.
Distribution requirements
could be expanded to include
can take away useful knowl-
edge from a chemistry course.
Just as learning how to become
a better writer is beneficial for
all. The college acknowledges
this with its requirement for an
interdisciplinary character of
study, be it within the major or
minor. This goal, however,
could be more readily achieved
by simply requiring a broader
array of courses. The integra-
tion of this diverse knowledge is
our job.. To understand the re-
lationship between economics
and history, or chemistry and
biology does not demonstrate
interdisciplinary learning, for
these areas are inherently re-
lated. The coordination of as-
sorted facets of knowledge into
cohesive and cogent thinking




A few weeks ago I was invited
to a meeting attended by the
Dean of Students Office, the
Vice President for Student Af-
fairs, and various presidents
representing a large number of
socially oriented organizations.
There was a broad spectrum of
subject matter discussed. Many
of the issues presented by those
attending seemed to have little
justification or solution. In par-
ticular, I believe there were two
don't ignore them, show your
displeasure. We can not let
people hide behind alcohol and
use there drunkenness as an
excuse for their actions. If many
people have noticed the cages
around the drinking fountains
in many of the dorms, you
might want to know why they
are there. To many of them had
been ripped out of the walls in
past years. Why aren't the
lounges nicer areas? Because
they constantly get destroyed.
Why do people feel that they
can play Nascar on the fields
and quad areas of the campus?
/ am just tired of seeing our school look
like a land fill.
distinct issues which lay unre-
solved which need to be enu-
merated to the school
community.
Since my Freshman year
here.at Trinity, there have been
sweeping changes in the rules
and regulations involving the
consumption of alcohol. Many
students have wondered why
the regulations had to change.
Well, the answer awaits you ev-
ery Saturday and Sunday morn-
ing. Just open your door and
take a look at your hallway, or
out your window to the quad.
More than likely the campus
will be trashed. Must the
unselective discharge of litter,
the toppled trash cans and
FedEx boxes, be a part of a fun
filled Trinity weekend? No.
T am not blaming a specific
set of people on campus. I am
just tired of seeing our school
look like a land fill. It would be
hard to change those that are
responsible for the random de-
struction in or out of our dorms.
What we can change is our ac-
ceptance of peoples' actions.
If you see someone knock
over a trash can, don't laugh.
No answer.
The administration and
trustees are not trying to reduce
student liberties on campus.
They are not trying to make
Trinity a dry college. The new
laws are, in part, simple mea-
sures to reduce campus damage.
If the Trinity community would
be more respectful, maybe we
could keep what liberties we
have left.
The second issue is the treat-
ment of the Campus Safety of-
ficers. Time after time I see the
blatant disregard for the men
and women of our campus se-
curity office. These officers are
here to protect the students and
provide security for the school.
Frankly, I think they are doing
a great job. They deserve
everyone's respect. Campus
safety only wants to keep
people out of trouble, they don't
want to make trouble for the
students.
When asked to suggest pos-
sible solutions to these issues,
my only answer was that there
was no real answer. It is up to the
students of our college to
change.
Understanding Others
Continued from pg. 5;,,
a young child, it was no big
spectacle for me to walk out of
my house en route tg school,
and have to side step two men
expressing their love/lust for
each other right there in front
of me. Growing up as I did,
with homosexuality as more or
less an, everyday reality, it be-
came almost a non-issue for
me. .
I saw it all around me, saw
that it constituted no legiti-
mate threat, and so realized
that there was nothing to fear,
"What I came to see was an al-
ternative way .of life that -
people lived, and the fact that
it was not my way of life soon
ceased to bother me altogether.
However, I am aware that not
all people grow up with the di-
versity that New York offers,
and herein lies the problem,
Weareclosedmindednot nec-
essarily because we choose to
be so, but rather, because we
have not had our minds
opened yet.
The .transition beckons: How
then do we open-minds? This
leads' nicely to the final part of
the question, that of militancy.
The answer to the question of
militancy o£ the gay and les-
bian community is- straight
forward. Through the unfortu-
nate parallels of religious ha-
tred and racial bigotry, it is
painfully obvious that there
exist better ways to change
peoples' mind sets than by
forceful persuasion. Civil
Rights, championed by such
great people as the late
Thurgood Marshall and Mar-
tin Luther King Jr., have paved
. the way for legal equality,. But
the sad fact remains, in that
there will be a division in soci-
ety at large as long as there ex-
ists a division in. our minds.
Militancy, although it very
well might have it's place
amongst all solutlons,it's place
is not here. Quite simply, to try
and forcefully persuade people
to be more open and accepting
is trying to put a square peg in
a round hole.
The solutions lie in us, in the
minds of the young people. We
. needtobecourageousenough,
caring enough, and conscious
• enough to question the ways in
which we, ourselves, formulate
• our ideas arid values. While
living in the present, we need
. tosolveforthefuture,andsoif
' there i$,to be change, arid the
world is truly to evolve past
and rise above these social
quagmires, the issue of our
mentality:need be at the fore-
' front, and on the back'burner,
the question of how we are to
bring up our own children.
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Conscious Minds
Trintiy College is an institution which tends to be conservative and, oftentimes, is
hostile towards alternative sexual lifestyles. Why are we so close-minded? Should the
gay and bisexual community at Trinity be more militant in
demanding an accepting environment?
BY NICHOLAS MOREHEAD '97
Respondent
Perhaps it is the people whom I affili-
ate with, or maybe I am ignorantly blind
to the facts of the matter, or maybe even
harbor some deep repression on the sub-
ject at hand (although this I Freudianly
deny). But, I start with these thoughts to
make my point, which is that 1 am not
(questionably) conservative politics of a
schools administration, and the student
held attitudes towards sexual prefer-
ences. The problem we face in regards to
sexual discrimination, even here at Trin-
ity College, is a reality, and as problems
go, I believe it is an important one,
However, we must address the prob-
lem, and combat it where it lies: the
problem does not dwell inside the presi-
dent, it does not mingle amongst the
board of trustees, nor does it reverb
through the professors. The problem, as
we know it, and as we are affected by it,
manifests itself, feeds itself, and breeds
itself within every one of us as students.
I will say that the question itself is prop-
erly aimed, meaning, the problem lies in
our closed mindedness.
Why then are we so closed minded
indeed? To answer this question I believe
you have to do two things. To simply
meet hordes of different people around
the world is not enough. If we are to be-
gin to grasp the mentality of the mind
We all have prejudices of some kind lurking deep inside
of us, no exceptions. To admit to this is the first step
in understanding them, and is the only feasible avenue
which can bring about any change.
so certain I agree with this question as it
stands.
Think about what we as students can
and can't do on campus, and it becomes
fairly clear to me that, socially speaking,
provide the untamed social butterfly
with ample fluttering grounds, several
convenient package stores provide riv-
ers of booze to even the most blatant of
the underage, and campus safety offic-
ers - (although I have an immense
amount of respect for the job they do) -
have been known to pass by a room in
which bong hits were being taken, with
nothing more than a wave and a wink.
I believe if we are to get at the source
of such problems, such as this dilemma
of sexual discrimination, there must be
made a clear distinction between the
itself, you have to couple the experiences
of others with insight into what only you
can know best: your own mind. Only
through these two channels are we to
understand both how and why these
Ve all have prejudices of some kind
lurking deep inside of us, no exceptions.
To admit to this is the first step in under-
standing them, and is the only feasible
avenue which can bring about any
change. My experience growing up is my
own unique foundation for the person I
am today, and so I can confidently use
personal examples to illustrate my point.
1 grew up in New York City, and in par-
ticular, Greenwich Village. This part of
town is famous for, among other things,
it's vibrant homosexual community. As
see Understanding Others on pg. 4
BY AMY SOUERS '97
Respondent
What would you do if you were walk-
ng down the Iongwalk and you passed
y two guys kissing? (Okayt straight
ouples don't even do this here, but just
iretend). Would you nudge your friend
.nd smirk? Would you feel disgusted?
3n some college campuses this kind of
hing happens all the time. Where is
Trinity's gay community?
Maybe homosexuals would feel more
omfoTtable here, and the rest of us
•ould be more accepting, if our gay
:ommunity was more vocal. You can't
preference. That's a step in the right di-
rection.
While the gay community here needs
to assert itself, straight students need to
examine their own priorities and inse-
curities. There are issues 1 care a lot
about, but homosexuality is not one of
my major concerns. Why? Would 1 be
more concerned if I was bombarded
with fliers and posters? Is it because it
just isn't relevant to my daily life?
We're at a pretty selfish stage right
now. We're all concerned about our
work, our fun, our futures. But we
should be bothered by the lack of ac-
ceptance because it's part of a bigger is-
sue: individuality.
We're all striving for self-improve-
ment, and this means different things
to different people. College is a place
where we can explore and define who
we are. Nobody should have to feel
ashamed of his/her character, but 1 bet
the majority of gay people on campus
feel a bit wary expressing themselves to
the fullest degree.
I think the majority of Trinity stu-
dents are sensitive, intelligent, and ca-
pable of dealing with differences.
Maybe we feel uncomfortable talking
College is a place where we can explore and define
who we are. Nobody should have to feel ashamed of
his/her character, but I bet the majority of gay people
on campus feel a bit wary expressing themselves to
expect straight students to organize lec-
tures on life as a homosexual. We aren't
;oing to start talking about awareness
;nd acceptance unless there is some
;atalyst Groups like EROS and the
yVomen's Center need to be active and
:reative, Ciuestudio movies, poetry
readings, and Austin Arts perfor-
mances can be helpful in generating
discussions. Course offerings also pro-
ide an opportunity for everyone to ex-
>lore the issue. 1 saw a sign near the post
iffice listing classes related to sexual
about homosexuality because it's such
a touchy issue. Even as I write this I'm
worried 1 might offend someone. There's
so much pressure to be PC, it's almost
easier to just keep your mouth shut Ob-
viously, though, chat won't solve any-
thing. We all know, in theory, that the
right way to be is open, generous, and
accepting. So instead of just talking
about it, lets start acting that way. We
should stop taking ourselves so seri-
ously and respect people for being in-
dividuals.
BY KARA VF,NNEU. '97
Respondent
;; /'dlista'steandconsdousignorance.While
no one here is outspoken about hatred of
,' . different sexual orientations, silent ho-
mophobia is rampant Most people don't
want to consider things that don't di~
rectl f affect their lives.
Sexual orientation is not discussed at.
• Trinity because, perceived deviation
from the norm Is unacceptable. I like to
^ think of my friends as open people and
hope that if they were confronted with
sexual identity issues, they would re-
spond with dignity and understanding.
— But I'm not sure. "Fag" and "queer" are
not thrown around with abandon, but
, a previously construed aggressor be-
•comes the dominated. Men can accept •
'lesbianism in that women, ate represen-
tative of sex—merge the cwo and it be-
, comes'a male, fantasy. Men .feel
threatened when two men are together
... because power-is lost and this is unac-
ceptable. This is particularly poignant
for Trinity in that breaking out of stan-
dard sexual roles is virtually impossible.
I spent last scmesteYat Oberlin College
in Ohio as a visiting student, Oberlin. has
an incredible reputation as a welcoming
environment for gay, lesbian and bi-
sexual students. They have brochures
The lack of diversity and acceptance
of non-heterosexual orientations at
Trinity is both disappointing and'
unsurprising. 1 can only speak from my
personal experiences; in the.social'-
circles I run around in,' I onl y see tradi-
tionally-defined sexual identities. Boys
are boys and girls are girls. Gender ste*
We hear about moving up a notch or two in U.S.
News and World Report and community uplift in
Frog Hollow but we do not discuss matters of
individual identity
ence.
• The majority of people 1 know here
grew up in a certain social background
in" terms of family structure. .While
there are divorces and singk;parent
families, most students were raised in a
heterosexual environment A lack of
interaction .with or even knowledge of.
lesbians and gays lead, to a senseof feint
they are used as insults now and again.
- IVe asked various people about this
. question to'make jne think of how to re-
spond,- .The friends I've spoken to have '
• all said that it seems men here have more.'
' of a problem with gays, lesbians and bi~
'.sexuals than women do..Trinity places
unspoken pressure on guys to be "guys*—
physical, strong'and unemotional The.
sexual actbetweentwomen involves one
ta'king on the physical role of the women;
about gay life on campus in-the admis-
sions of fiee and of £ -campus housing op-
portunities for domestic partners. The.
collective Oberlin voice is strong and
heard; che ability to live how one chooses
is not even upfor debate. -' '
Trinily prides itself on being a consei'-
vatlve institution steeped in tr'adition,
Weh.earaboutraovingupanor.chortwo
in US. News and World-Report and com-
munity, uplift in ?rog Hollow butwe do
not discuss matters of individual iden-
tity. / The academic classes we take
here are for the most part based on a
standardized Western European view
of the world. There "is not much room
for what is on the syllabus. This Is par-
allel to the Trinity mind set in regard to
sexual orientarion. .Issues aren't raised
, in or out of the classroom.
Why is the gay and'lesbian voice noL
more militant at Trinity? 1 think that
militant ij> a sad term to pose this ques-
tion. It implies that radical action is the
only way to gain, attention here. The
gay, lesbian and bisexual population at
schoolisone I do not see. This is partly
due to, my tendency to take the easy
way out by .staying in rny lit tie world at
Trinity. I also think that it would be ter-
rifying to be different in a place that
stresses the status quo as much as Trin-
ity does. Why is it that EROS draws
their chalkings on the Long Walk at
night? Idon'ttaiowanyonein the group
and I wish I did. The concept of pro-
moting Acceptance of all sexual orien-
tations is an important beginning for
understanding. Yes, there are gay mov-
ies at CineStudio and registration signs
up for classes dealing with gender is-
sues—but how many openly gay mem-
bers of the'admin'istracion, faculty and
staff do-you know? We as the entire-
Trinity community are responsible for
fostering an'eiwtronraent.that is open
•to these "alternative lifestyles" -
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Controversial Segregation
Case Brought To A Head
BY JIM VALERIO
News Writer
Last Wednesday, October 30,
the Educational Studies Pro-
gram sponsored a public lecture
on the infamous Sheff Versus
O'Neill case. This landmark
courtroom battle marked the
end of segregation in our pub-
lic education system.
Eugene Leach, Chair of the
Department of History at Trin-
ity, presided over the lecture. He
also has a vested personal inter-
est in this case, being the father
to one of the students involved
in the trial. "This case was
brought forth to improve the
schooling in Hartford," said
Leach, "Students have the right
to live in a just society."
Leach reflected back to a time
when at least ten percent of
American public schools were
non-Caucasian. Presently, the
national average of these same
schools are approximately 30
percent non-Caucasians. Some
states, such as California and
Texas, are even dominated by
non-Caucasian students in the
present day. "Today, Connecti-
cut has over 25 percent non-
white students in i ts schools on
the average," reported Leach.
Despite these influential num-
bers, Connecticut remains ten th
nationally in segregation of Af-
rican-American and sixth in
segregation of Latino students.
Many solutions were dis-
cussed throughout the lecture
Supporters of the magnet
schools theory were very vocal.
This idea, introduced over ten
years ago as a simple solution to
the segregation conflicts, stated
that students would be sent to
certain schools rather than
placed in particular area
schools. This creation would
involve a great amount of bus-
sing, though, which as Masters
spoke of, "Bussing is not the an-
swer
In the 1960's, Hartford schools
were 60 percent African-
American and 40 percent Cau-
casian. "After watching the
numbers tip the scale further
and further, we filed a suit in
1989," said Leach. By this time,
however, schools were 91 per-
cent Latino and African-
American combined. Leach
spoke of integrating these stu-
dents with other Caucasians
rather than continuing the
trend of segregation: "Integra-
tion would provide for a more
effective and natural educa-
tion," he said.
Also addressing the group in
an emotional manner last
Wednesday was Denise Masters,
an African-American school
teacher and a plaintiff in the
case. "We must integrate be-
cause our safety [in the future] is
through our children," said
Masters, "They are the only ones
who can drop these prejudices
and live person-to-person." She
also spoke on her experiences in
an all-female college where
there -were only three other Af-
rican-American: students (be-
sides herself.) and one
African-American professor in
a population of 400. She ex-
plained that she is funding a
$30,000 a year private educa-
tion for her daughter because
she does not believe Hartford
public schools are integrated
adequately.
Before this case was filed, the
Hartford Public School Depart-
ment was 91 percent non-Cau-
casian. Today, these same
schools are over 95 percent non-
Caucasian. "Not much is going
to be done here," said Leach,
"There are deadlines that need
to be met, but this case stirred
no more than the controversy
already present." He feels that
Hartford public schools will be-
gin to experience reaccredita-
tion problems if this situation is
not rectified. Moreover, chil-
dren will receive a weak and
unpreparatory education.
"Don't ever feel like this isn't
your problem," said Masters, "If
we ever want to evolve into a
society where words like segre-
gation and controversy do not
exist, we must believe in our
children and the education they
will receive."
"It is important to discuss and
be knowledgable of these issues
because cases of this nature do
greatly effect the educational
system of the United States,"
said Amy Shackelford '97, an
Educational Studies major,
"This case is particularly perti-
nent in an election year when
both, patties are arguing signifi.-




First Lady Speaks In Maine
First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton attended a rally at thefyhiversity of Maine at
Orono yesterday speaking to approximately one thousand college students and ,
community members. The crowd was firs t greeted by Maine State Representative Mary.
Carthcart, a nationally recognized prosrhoice advocate, who highlighted the Clifrfon,
Administration's record on family issues and health care. Following this iritroducribn,
Clinton took the stage accompanied by Maine Congressman-John Baldacci and.,
Democratic: congressional candidate Joe Brennan. In her half hour speech the First Lady
focused on the economy and education, and brief ty'discussed the measures which the
Clinton administration had undertaken to deal with these issues. In addition Clinton
stressed the importance of voting, calling it, a citizen's ''primary responsibility."
Faculty Vote Rescues Thanksgiving Break
In an 81 to 17 vote the Amherst College faculty voted against a proposal which would
have shortened Thanksgiving break by two days. Heavily influencing the vote was an
Student Government Organization Pole which showed that the Student Population
disapproved of the new calender change by a margin of 642 to 82. " I did not see an
educational argument that would compel us to go against the student body," slated
Professor of History Gordon Levin. Most students and faculty like the Week-long break
because it gives those students who live far away from the campus an opportunity to'get
home. Currently Amherst holds classes the day after Labor Day and on the following
Saturday in order to make up for the two extra days in the Thanksgiving Break;
Shoreline Community College Student Sues Pepsi
A 21;year-old business student at Shoreline is suing PepsiCo Inc. for alleged breach of
contract, fraud, deceptive, and unfair traded practices, and misleading advertising
according to The National College Magazine. The student saw a Pepsi advertisement
which stated that he could win a Harrier Fighter Jet it he collected 7 million Pepsi Points,
or the equivalent of 16,800,000 cans of pepsi. Incredibly enough the student collected the
points but when he went to Pepsi to collect his prize Pepsi refused to pay, saying the Ad
was just a joke and that they could not give him the jet.
Volkswagen Vandalized
On Monday, October 28, a non-student parked her
1987 Volkswagen at the intersection of New Britain
Avenue and Summit Street. When she returned at 9:15
pm, she discovered that her stereo and a backpack
containing several books had been removed from the
vehicle. Campus Safety officers did not discover and
forced entry and are not certain of the method of entry.
Beware Of CPTV Parking Lot
A car parked across from the Connecticut Public
Television parking lot on New Britain Avenue was
vandalized and burglarized on Monday, October 28. The
car suffered damage to the passenger side window and
several cassette tapes from the inside of the car. Campus
Safety has no suspects at this time.
Multiple Bicycle Thefts
A bicycle was stolen from the Jackson quadrangle on
Tuesday, October 29. This is the third bicycle in three
weeks to be stolen from this area. A female student
reported she saw a male leaving the area and heading
towards New Britain Avenue. The bicycle is reported to
be of the Trek brand name. The bicycle has been
appraised at approximately $500.
More Harassing Calls
Three females reported receiving calls from a male
claiming to be a researcher. In each instance, the caller
began to ask vague questions and then moved into
sexually provocative questions. As reported in last week's
Tripod, Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly asks that
any student receiving these calls should hang up and
contact Campus Safety immediately.
Fire In Jarvis
On Tuesday, October 29, a fire began at
approximately 12:30 p.m. in Jarvis 313. The fire started in
a wastepaper basket and began to spread throughout the
room. There was minimal fire damage due to timely
activation of the automatic sprinkler system. However,
three rooms - #313, #215, and #115 - did suffer significant
water damage as a result.
"We cannot emphasize enough that there should be
no lit flames in any room on campus," said Brian Kelly,
Director of Campus Safety. He cited a college regulation
backing this up. He also announced that Campus Safety
and the Department of Buildings and Grounds will
continue to conduct random inspections of rooms to
combat this. However, as Kelly assures, all residents will
be notified prior to the inspection.
Young Political Attacking
The youthful counterparts of the Democratic and
Republican National Committees got in their final jabs
before election day recently.
Yesterday, the Young Republican National Federation
unveiled what they claim to be "the first ever political ad
written, produced, and paid forby a political youth
organization" during a special on MTV entitled "Dole
Raw: Choose or Lose Election Special". The YRNF called
the ad "The Real Issued loosely basing it on the widely
popular MTV program, "The Real World". "The ad
emphasizes why the Republican economic agenda
provides real solutions for young voters in contrast to the
Democrat's status quo approach," stated in a press release.
YNRF Chairman Larry Kidwell is excited that this ad
campaign is so well directed toward America's youth.
"This as was made by young people for young people," he
said. This is all part of a project entitled "Operation
American Dream", the YNRF's national youth issues and
get-out-the-vote campaign.
Meanwhile, the College Democrats of America
emphasized that President Clinton is scoring points with
young voters. According to a press release, in a poll
conducted by "Rock the Vote" of over 47,000 students
nationwide, 61 percent of them support Clinton, 27
percent support Dole, and seven percent support Perot.
They also cited another poll conducted by the Heinz
Family Foundation which shows Clinton at 49 percent,
Dole at 26 percent, and 25 percent undecided.
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Nader Discusses Faults In Two-Party System
continued from page one-
such issues."
Barry agreed with many of the points
Nader made throughout his speech but
wanted to make it clear that he felt the
Democrats were doing a much better job
of representing the common American's
interest.
Barry also pointed out the fact that the
Democratic party is largely supported
by labor unions. "Labor money and in-
terests are the antithesis of corporate
money and interests," he said.
Similarly, Trinity College Republicans'
President Dari Sylvester '98 agreed with
Nader's overall call for reform, but did
not think he was a viable candidate. "I
agree with Mr. Nader's stress on civic
duty in order to provide the most demo-
cratic government," she said, "But I don't
think that is something that should be
mandated by the government."
Sylvester also stated that she would
not be confident with Nader on issues re-
lating to foreign policy due to his appar-
ent inexperience in that area. Putting
these criticisms aside, though, she was
quite impressed with his speech and ca-
reer. "He has done a great deal of good
for our society," she said.
Nader received a loud ovation from
the crowd after proposing an alternative
to our current system of electing offi-
cials. He proposed that if a voters are not
satisfied with their choices, they should
have the option to vote for "none of the
above". If this non-selection ends up
winning, the candidates would be
turned back and another election with
new candidates would be slated for 30
days after that election day.
Nader promised that if the Green
Party were ever to take power, they would
fight for this provision. "We need to im-
prove our voting percentage," he said,
choices than the bad and the worse."
On an unexpected tangent, Nader de-
nounced the Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT) and other such standardized test-
ing methods. He believes that these are
lazy ways for corporate administrators
and executives to discern between appli-
cants' qualities. "It's like testing overall
athletic skills with badminton," ex-
plained Nader, "If you don't perform well
in badminton, they assume you have
poor athletic skills in general."
Oddly enough, Nader did not spend a
great deal of time on the podium mak-
ing campaign promises and describing
what he would do if he were sworn into
office. "Running for office has to include
a certain lust for power and ego," he said,
"I don't like posturing like other politi-
cians."
However, the realities of today's elec-
tions are not eluding Nader's camp. "We
have accepted that Mr. Nader has no real
chance of winning this election," said
Jim Kowalshyn, a campaign spokesman
for the Green Party, "We want to build a
grassroots support system for the Green
Party here in Connecticut."
Kowalshyn also pointed to polls say-
ing that Nader would win at least seven
percent of the vote in Connecticut, an
amount much higher than the campaign
expected.
"He spoke to us as if we were citizens
with a vested interest in what he was
saying," said Stuart Wolferman '97. He
was quite impressed with Nader's
straightforward method of speaking and
that he was an alternative to what, in his
view, was an unacceptable field of can-
didates. "I don't want to have to pick the
lesser of two evils," said Wolferman. Af-
ter Nader's speech, he was toying with
the idea of voting for him. "He's down to
earth and honest; that's something you
JACOB KASEU
Above: Ralph Nader at the podium last Wednesday in the Austin
Arts Center.
Below: The latest poll on Nader's major opponents.
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Political Point - Counterpoint
This week's issue: EDUCATION.
From the Left...
"Students around the country turned out today to vote for the next
President. Our generation must vote responsibly for the party that
places a premium on education. In this year's race, that party is the
Democrats.
In 19$5,.Dole voted against the establishment of the first guaran-
teed federal student loan program. More recently, the proposed
Dole/Gingrich budget would have cut $31 billion from education
and training and would have virtually eliminated the direct stu-
dent loan program, which assists over 2.2 million students nation-
wide. Even in this election year, when he should have appealed to
young voters, Dole proposed a tax scheme that would cause cuts of
40% in domestic programs, including education.
While Dole voted to freeze Pell Grants, President Clinton raised
the minimum Pell Grant from $2,300 to $2,470 and plans to raise
this figure to $2,700 in 1997. The Democrats' Americorps program
has already given 45,000 young people the chance to serve their
communities while earning money for college. Despite a conser-
vative study conducted by IBM which found that, for each dollar
invested in Americorps, we stand to yield from $1.60 to $2.60, the
Republican Congress wants to kill this program. As James Carville
says, "The right-wingers just can't stand to think that Bill Clinton
created a winner."
This is by no means a complete catalog of the GOP's disinterest
with America's educational needs. When Bill Clinton is reelected
tonight, students will rest assured their future is in good hands."
-Trinity College Democrats
From the Right...
"The Republican party has consistently affirmed its dedication
to the improvement of American education in both word and ac-
tion. Neither the biased media nor the Democratic party can dis-
pute the facts that the Republican Congress has: •
"Increased total education spending by $4,8 billion dollars
"Increased spending for student loans by fifty percent over the'
next seven years
*raised the level of Pell grants to their highest level ever
"Increased spending on federal work-study programs by 35% to
their highest level ever
*increased funding for the Safe and Drug-Free Schools program
by 19%
"Increase funding for the Head Start program by 11.5%
The Republican party understands that, despite these favorable
statistics, our educational system is still in need of improvement.
In that vein, Republicans under Bob Dole's leadership are strongly
supportive of school choice. According to Senator Dole, "...all Ameri-
cans, rich and poor, should be able to choose the best education for
themselves and their children." The Dole-Kemp plan of school
choice implementation succeeds through the use of Opportunity
Scholarships. The Scholarships,totalling $2.5 billion dollars, are
given to low- and middle-income families enabling them to select
the school of their choice-private, public or religious. Choice fos-
ters competition among schools vying for students. In this way,
educational standards are raised, and all Americans benefit."
-Trinity College Republicans
Editor's Note- The views expressed in "Political Point ~ Counterpoint" are not necessarily the views held by the Tripod or its staff. They shouidnot be taken as such.
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Debate Over ORL's Structure Plagues Employees
continued from page one...
edges that there are "many per-
spectives on this," the over-
whelming sentiment from the
staff has been negative, many
questioning the need for the
changes. "I think the [current]
system works well, and has for
as long as I've been here,"
Jennings says, which notably, is
close to two years longer than
Neill or Stigall have been
present on campus. Complaints
that student input was minimal
were somewhat countered by
McCartney who believes that
ORL will ask for advice once the
program is implemented. How-
ever, as the CC for Elton Kate
Rubin '98 says, "It might solve
some problems, but it will just
create new problems.
One such problem, is the fact
that the proposed plan would
eliminate the possibility of up-
ward mobility. Several staff
members stressed that the pos-
sibility of moving up in the
ranks of ORL has definitely
been a motivating factor, al-
though not the only one. The
motivation to go "above and be-
yond" the basics is lost with the
elimination of competition for
better jobs, says CC of North
Campus Kirby Horan '98.
All staff members expressed
their enthusiasm for their jobs,
but upward mobility is a factor,
"especially when you're not get-
ting feedback from residents," as
Jennings pointed out. Neill has
acknowledged this concern and
hopes to raise the prestige of the
RA position. "The RA is really
Kennelly Inducted Into Pi Gamma Mu,.,
United States Representative Barbary Kennelly '71 (CT - Hi was
initiated into Trinity College's Alpha Chapter of Pi Gamma Mu, the
International Honor Society for the Social Sciences. Twenty-six
Trinity students were inducted into the society last Thursday,
October 31.
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the most powerful position and
is something to aspire to since
it constitutes the heart of the
organization," says Neill.
Neill hopes to inspire future
staff through a proposed pay
raise, specialization in areas
such as recycling or community
service, ad better rooms. How-
ever, as some have pointed out,
the new plan would crave even
more rooms than the current
system. Improvements in ben-
efits seem sorely needed consid-
ering the fact that many schools
Neill addresses this issue, re-
alizing the need for extensive
training for the graduate stu-
dents. According to Neill, the
idea of hiring graduate students
has been in the works for a
couple of years, and she sees the
concerns of disparity as "valid."
"Anything hew is challenging,
but I don't envision my relation-
ship with the students chang-
ing," says Neill.
The issue of the role of the
graduate students has also
alarmed many students in con-
"First, it was no kegs in common areas, the
next year it was no alcohol in freshman
housing, and this year its no alcohol outside
Freshman dorms. We are clearly moving
towards a dry campus." -Spencer Liebman
'98
offer their RA's free room and
board, an idea that has been
proposed at Trinity in the past
and my be reproposed in the
future. Spencer Liebman '98,
RA in Highrise summed up the
situation: "We get no perks com-
pared to other schools!"
The need for the change is a
result of there only being two
non-academic staff members.
McCartney recognizes that the
plan would relieve pressure on
Neill and Stigall, allowing them
to focus more on planning, staff
training, and improving ORL's
relationship with other offices
on campus. According to
Stigall, the current coordinators
"are awesome", but overex-
tended.. This is corroborated by
McCartriey who goes to 17
meetings a week for ORL alone.
In addition, the hope is that the
graduate students would pro-
vide fresh ideas, new resources,
and simply more time to ORL
than current staff is able to.
As current staff members
point out, however, importing
graduate students would bring
a host of new problems as well.
They wouldn't be familiar with
Trinity and many fear they
wouldn't be able to provide the
necessary support. "The struc-
• ture as it is allows for you to go
to some one with more experi-
ence, Now you have a grad stu-
dent who isn't from Trinity and
junction with the alcohol policy.
Although Neill emphasized
that the proposed plan "is not a
covert operation directly re-
lated to the alcohol policy,"
Liebman points out the progres-
sion of enforcement, "First, it
was no kegs in common areas,
the next year it was no alcohol
in Freshman housing, and this
year it's no alcohol outside
Freshman dorms. We are
clearly moving towards a dry
campus."
Although the aim of the new
system is "to build the RA pro-
gram and readily available re-
sources," as Neill says, the
graduate students would act as
both RCs, the traditional disci-
plinarians, and CCs, those who
plan social events. There are
those who fear that this contra-
diction would create resent-
ment both for the graduate
students and for RA's who will
be more pressured to adhere to
ORL standards. "Students have
a better relationship with ORL
staff because of trust," says
Rubin, "We're there as a re-
source. Resentment would de-
feat our purposes." In addition,
Jennings points out that there
could well be inconsistency of
policy from area to area.
McCartney and others see the
job of the Head RA in freshman
housing as a big problem. They
would have to fill the void left
"The structure as it is allows for you to go
to some one with more experience. Now you
have a grad student who isn't from Trinity
and who doesn't understand Trinity." -Kirby
Horan '98
who doesn't understand Trin-
ity," says Horan.
In addition, a disparity would
be formed between the graduate
students and the student body
as a whole. Currently, ORL
functions as a cohesive units,
according to its staff. "What
grad student is going to want to
hang out with undergrads, and
what undergrad is going to
want to hang out with graduate
students?" asks Horan.
The fact that the graduate
students would act in part as
disciplinary figures, a fact con-
ceded by Neill and others, could
foreseeably further aggravate
relations with students. "The
Upperclassmen don't need RA's
as much as Freshmen. The only
reason I see for the plan is to in-
crease policing power," accord-
ing to Liebman.
by the CC and RC. "Who in
their right mind would want to
be, a Head RA," asks one ORL
staff member. Indeed, Neill says
• she "anticipates it will be a chal-
lenge to hire staff."
Neill, as many others, under-
stands that "with any change,
there will be growing pains as-
sociated." and clearly presents a
need for more administrative
assistance. McCartney agrees
that "if you're in a program, it's
sometimes hard to see other op-
tions." Still, many have ques-
tioned the need for change: "I
don't see how this restructuring
will raise standards," said
Liebman. And speaking on the
condition of anonymity, one
staff member said, "I think they
[Neill and Stigall] are getting
themselves in deeper than they
know."





The SGA held its weekly meeting in
•• Terrace Room B on Monday, October 28
1996 at 9:15PM, Dean of Faculty,
Raymond Baker, and Vice President for
Student Services, James Mullen; were in
attendance at the meeting answering
questions and contributing opinions.
The main topic of discussion at the meet-
ing was student/faculty interaction.
, The students at Trinity College have
been greatly disturbed by the lack of stu-
dent/faculty interaction on campus, and
therefore, the SGA has been spending a
great deal of time on the issue. Dean
Baker informed the SGA of the faculty's
equal concern forthe issue during
Monday's meeting. Both groups would
like to see more interaction, but the ques-
tion of "how" is the main obstacle. Baker
pointed out the need for spaces for inter-
action. He also added that most faculty
are not comfortable with many of the
spaces that currently exist. The dorm
rooms seem too informal and the Terrace
Rooms are too formal. He also said that
students need to make faculty more
comfortable, but that effort needs to
come from both sides. Baker then said,
"In the beginning, at least, it will need
more planning, more reassurance, more
forethought."
Vice President Mullen added to Dean
Baker's discussion oil the lack of space
for student/faculty interaction. He
stated that social space is a disaster on
campus, and he then offered to improve
it with the assistance of the Trinity stu-
dent community. He said, "We need to
sibility" Mullen then discussed his re-
cent visits to dorms in which he offered
to beautify the dorms, particularly the
lounges, if the residents submit plans ro
him before Thanksgiving. He then pre-
sented the reasoning for his offer by stat-
ing, "If faculty are going to come into that
space and become part of the commu-
nity, the space needs to be appropriate
and inviting." Mullen also expressed the
importance of residents taking care of
and respecting the improved dorms.
Progress was made on the issue of Stu-
dent/Faculty interaction through a pro-
posal which was unanimously passed by
the SGA. The proposal read, "The SGA
will propose topics every week for stu-
dents and faculty to meet and discuss
over dinner or lunch." SGA President
Paxton Provitera explained that the
weekly topics would be advertised and
faculty and students would sign up to
participate in the discussions. Through-
out the SGA meeting, the Sociology de-
partment was praised for excellent
student/faculty interaction, and they
were looked upon as an example in for-
matting the SGA lunch and dinner dis-
cussions.
On another note, Dean Baker and Vice
President Mullen expressed excitement
over the future of the area that surrounds
Trinity. Baker spoke of shops coming to
the neighborhood which would provide
a location for informal meetings between
faculty and students. Mullen spoke of
plans that will take shape in the next
three years, including a boys and girls
club, three schools, and an early child
care center which will be added to the
neighborhood around Trinity. Mullen
summarized the opportunity that is cur-
rently within reach of the Trinity com-
munity by stating, "We are all partners
miss it,:ifi5!r6ur fault."
meeting again next Monday.
L wii
Political Quotes Of The Week...
"It ended today. With today's announcement, take off the mask it's
not Halloween-take off the mask! The economy is not good." Bob Dole,
criticizing what he branded the "so-called Clinton recovery" in a stump
speech at Austin Peay State University in Clarksville, Tenn.
"Wouldn't you like to have somebody named O'Reilly™You know, so
far we haven't found an American name." Presidential candidateRoss
Perot, on the prevalence of Asian and other "foreign" names in the list of
Clinton's campaign contributors.
HILLARY: YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO REMAIN SILENT. Banner
flown from an airplane over the Illinois-Northwestern football game in
Evanston, ILL.
LINE BY LINE: WRITING WITH
CLARITY AND ELOQUENCE
Conducted by Cynthia Butos
Monday, Nouember 11, 1996 4:15-5:30 pm
LSC 138-9, Macintosh Classroom
** This workship is for any student who wants to write
clearer, more eloquent prose; \ykwill look at and practice
ways to chisel through wor^Lc^mplicated sentences to
reveal the meaning concisely ah^f&ctively. To add inter-
est and eloquence to your prose, Ve-Wjll also explore ways
you can vary sentence beginnings, lengths and types with-
out making common sentence structure errors. **
To register call Kim at x2036 - Open to all Trinity students
Students Plea For Change
continued from page one...
has to be much more active in their sup-
port of these candidates," says Mau Bir-
mingham '98. In a speech here at
Trinity College on Wednesday Green.
Party Presidential Candidate Ralph
Nader proposed chat all candidates
should be given free air time in an ef-
fort to get their word out, a proposal that
is echoed by Pierre. "Opening up the air-
waves would be the first step in taking
the money out of politics, and it would
let. less established candidates get their
message out to the public at large."
Proponents of the two party system
point out that there are often as many
as 5 or 6 candidates on the ballot and
the American public has rarely voted
for any of the independents." I think
changing the two party sysiem would
be a waste, because es'eryone is pro-
grammed Co vote for either the Repub-
licans or Democrats," said Matt Singer
'99," Instead of changing the two party '
system what we really need to do is
clean up polities'
The belief in the necessity of cam-
paign finance reform is one that tran-
scends the larger question of whether
or not one is going to vote. Too many
politiciarisareinflueucedby special in-
terest groups instead of voting for what
is right. Politicians should vore accord-
ing to what the people say, and not what
the Marlboro man says," states Ian
Sample '97. Students also believe that
cleaning up politics would lead to a
higher rate of involvement among their
peers because they would have more
faith in the system.
Despite these negative views, most
Trinity Students scill feel strongly
about voting." I vote to exercise my
Democratic rights, and because 1 be-
lieve it is a citizens duty to vote despite
the fact that the vote has a negligible
effect on the overall political system,"
states Armando Pagan '99. Though this
quote actively reflects the views of the
majority of the campus, there is still a
large minority that willnot vote in the
upcoming election." I am not going to
vote, because I don't, see a big difference
between the candidates, and 1 am not
well informed. I guess I could try to
learn more, but I suffer from that whole
apathy problem which seems to char-
acterize or generation," said Mee-So
Caponi '00.
Though the activism at the Trinity
campus ts well above the norm," be-
cause of the fact that having thedebate
in Hartford energized the Trinity com-
munity," according to Justin Smith '99,
the cynicism that remains actively re-
flects the nation as a whole. Even those
who vote seem to do so out of a sense of
duty, and not out of any real belief in
the power of their vote." I don't think
that my vote has a huge impact, but I
believe that everyone retains the right
to express their opinions no matter
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Though Alfred Hitchcock appeared in
every one of his films after 1926's The
Lodger, there is more of himself in 1958's
Vertigo than in any of his other films.
Now due to a wedding of modern tech-
nology and the growing film preserva-
tion movement, this masterwork has
been re-released in a restored 70 milli-
meter print with digital sound. It is a dis-
tinctly unusual work that manages to
flout convention while embracing the
thriller genre. In the film, retired cop
Scotty Ferguson (James Stewart) falls in
love with the carefully constructed se-
ries of fetishes that comprise Madeline
Elster (Kim Novak). After her death he
becomes disturbed when he meets Judy,
Madeline's look alike.
Though every performance in Vertigo
is more than letter perfect, it is James
Stewart who turns Scotty Ferguson into
one of the few truly tragic characters in
world cinema. From the beginning we
like him because he is Jimmy Stewart.
Yet as his obsession grows into relentless
bullying, we realize that he is a good man
who has fallen into such a perverse form
of love that he is unable to function with-
out the object of his fetishism.
Hitchcock's mastery lies partially in
his unwillingness to judge any of the
characters. Everyone in the film is a
strand in an inevitably tragic web that
spins as eternally as the vortexes in the
title sequence. Even Gavin Elster (Tom
Helmore), the old college friend who
starts Scotty on his demise, is merely
flawed, not evil. The film is wonderfully
dark, yet Hitchcock manages to be hope-
lessly romantic as well as uncompromis-
ing in his indictment of the obsessional
nature of male love. The line separating
even stable Jim my Stewart can not help
but trip.
It is necessary to express the highest
praise and gratitude to Robert A. Harris
and James C, Katz, the men responsible
for this pristine restoration. Now,
Hitchcock's subtle use of color can be
appreciated for the first time. I never be-
fore noticed the seemingly infinite
shades of green in Judy's hotel room.
Much has also been written about the
magnificent sound on this print and it
deserves to be reiterated that Vertigo
would not be the classic that it is with-
out Bernard Herrman's unforgettable
score.
Indeed, the film is bravely filmed and
technically flawless. At one point, Ver-
tigo becomes a silent film for ten min-
utes as Scotty tails Madeline through the
streets of San Francisco. From the stand-
point of purely cinematic storytelling,
Hitchcock is the most purely cinematic
storyteller ever to hoist a megaphone.
Every device, from the subjective track-
ing zooms used to convey Scotty's vertigo
to the many rear projections, was con-
ceived by Hitchcock to convey his urgent
personal vision.
As a historical document, Vertigo
demonstrates the often unacknowl-
edged freedom to make personal films in
1950's Hollywood. It is both a portrait of
Hitchcock and an exceptionally enter-
taining and unpredictable thriller. The
reason so many great films of the era are
both probing and entertaining is be-
cause their stories hang together. Screen-
writers were artists, not hacks running
around in circles with big rewrite con-
tracts in their paws.
In the fifties, A-list directors like
Hitchcock made at least one film per
year. An astounding number of his films
from the decade -Strangerson a Train,
Rear Window, Vertigo and North by
Northwest - were and still are master-
pieces. Other films such as The Search-
ers, In a Lonely Place.Kiss Me Deadly and
The Night of the Hunter have grown to
become today's essential •
tin Scorsese could get the stable funding
to make a film every year. Go to any in-
convenience to see this masterpiece on
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Until then, the Moving Weekends Se-
ries is a means by which to continue
the investigation of all
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tion and opening our third eye inward.
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Sidedoor Johnnies Will
Appear At Underground
Mike Skinner (drums and vocals), Dan Skinner (guitar and vocals) F1U= PHOT°
a noisy pop in the form of a "Spanish flavoured dish" and "sweeps you into
a Euro-atmospheric world shared by Oasis and The Stone Roses"
according to the March 1995 Music Press.
Snowriders Highlights
The Pleasure Of Snow
BY JAVIER CHACIN
Arts Writer
I remember when I was five years old,
stuck in the middle of Switzerland, with
a ski instructor who didn't speak a word
of English and whom my parents some-
how trusted. It wasn't easy to learn that
way; don't ever try it. He would keep yell-
ingat me todosomething in French that
to this day I still don't comprehend.
So it was with this memory ringing in
my ear that I began to watch Warren
Miller's Snowriders, which premiered at
the Bushnell Tuesday, October 29th and
will be playing at the Palace Theater in
Stamford on November 21st. I expected
something along the lines of a National
Geographic special simply named some-
thing like "snow and people" but I was
genuinely surprised.
The film, written and directed by War-
ren Miller who has been doing this ski-
film thing for forty seven years, begins
with a ski lift, already in mid-air, being
blown up by an inept explosives expert.
No ski bunnies here. Snowriders stands
as a general word. One that describes
persons who, no matter what equipment
they might use, have a hell of a time on
the snow. And do they ever. Every flip,
turn, fall and stunt I've ever imagined
possible on alpine skis, cross-country
skis, snowboards, sleds, inner tubes and
even garbage bags has been filmed from
every angle which 1 can't even begin to
understand nor imitate. Miller notes, "It
doesn't matter how you do it, only that
you get sunburned gums from the huge
smile on your face!"
The soundtrack, including hits from
Blues Traveler, Counting Crows and Big
a nice momentum keeper. Warren
Miller's running commentary, wholly
tongue-in-cheek, helps to keep the conr
stant skiing in check. Plus, the fact that
the setting changes from Maine to
Alaska to Colorado, where they ski with
cowboy hats on...don't ask...also helps.
The real strength of the film is how it
remains interesting and entertaining
even for non-ski aficionados like myself.
There are moments of pure comedy, in-
cluding an on-air interview with a skier
who kept answering completely differ-
ent questions than the ones asked, and
also a stop over in Scotland where ski-
ing in kilts seemed to be a whim not to
be practiced again.
There are a number of well known
skiers featured doing all sorts of stunts
and getting a chance to show off their
sense of humor (yes, skiers have a sense
of humor). But what seemed relatively
new to me in my perception of the gen-
eral ski population, is the fact that most
of these people, at least the ones in the
film, hold skiing as a very important as-
pect of their lives. Most have grown up
with snow and see it as part of them-
selves. Just like someone might feel de-
prived if someone took away the ocean
where they grew up and learned to
swim, skiing is a natural extension of
themselves. And the fact that they don't
take it too seriously makes them an en-
joyable group to watch.
The only negative thing I can really
say about this film is the fact that it
wears long. At over two hours some
might find it too much of one sport, and
the locales, though beautiful at times
and witty at others, seem to represent the
same thing...ski resorts. You would think
Warren Miller might recommend one of
his other 46 films for more ski explora-
tions instead of making this one into a
sort of saga, but then it shows how much
he truly loves the sport. It is a devotion
Aat'sirow^throiagh the film and makes
it honest and personable. It is refreshing
to see someone put his heartfelt effort
into something and have it come out so
good.
• • * ' ' . ,
"Vbu've got a lot to grin about when you use AT&T or an
AT&T Universal MasterCard*. lite an AT&T T3rue Rewards*
Member Benefit Card. Just flash it and;
• Sam Goody/Musicland gives you a 15% discount
on CDs and cassettes.
• "TCBY"* Treats gives you a ireebie after you buy two.
• BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO8 makes your third movie
free, when you rent two.'
•Amtrafc lets your companion travel for 25% ofJE
But Torae Rewards is just one part of our special
college package. Here are some more:
AKTWxUNet"
Service MasterCard*
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Mistress Callisto knows all
Madame Zorinde's twisted sister looks into her crystal ball
SCORPIO J& d AQUARIUS <<$ ^ML^ TAURUS hmj «ISL LELO
OCT25-NOV2I
Still recovering over chat regretful
hook-up during Homecoming? Fear
not, accidents happen. Your sense of
judgement is usually good, but every-
one has there down points. Stop
searching for something you don't
know and start looking closer to home.
What you need might be right around
the corner. Give it some time.
SAGITTARIUS t
NOV22-DE.C21
You are the ruler of insincere apolo-
gies lately. If you're wondering why
everyone's been turned off by your
presence, it could be because of your
new found apathy. If you're really
sorry about something, you shouldn't
have done it in the first place. It's not
too late to make things right. Try a di-




You revived a friendship with a
member of the opposite sex this week-
end. Keep this one platonic- you don't
want to screw it up. Callistodid observe
that you did manage to get out of your
p.j.'sand throw away your computer for
at least one night this weekend. Way to
start the ball rolling. You'll be wearing
Ivy on your head by Homecoming '97.
Don't believe me? Bet you didn't think
you would be wearing a toga on Satur-
fday either!
JAN2O-TE.& 13
Homecoming weekend may have
been uneventful but the stars show that
if you keep on keepin' on, you will soon
be seeing red- red hair that is! Friend-
ships are great and everything, but what
could be more fun than turning your
crush into a hot item. Keep playing your
cards right and your lonely game of soli-
taire could be transformed into an inter-.
esting game of strip war.
TI5CE.S
FE5 19-MAR 20
You had a tough weekend. What you
need right now is a lot of sleep and a good
roll in the hay to get your mind off of
your troubles. Go ahead and splurge!
Take home a Red Dog from the View. Be-
lieve me, you'll be forgetting your sor-
rows in no time.
ARIES
MAR 21 -APR \9
Hey Aries! Keep your chin up! Things
may have been a little rough lately but
now its time to visualize yourself as a
phoenix rising from the ashes. Your emo-
tions are likely to be running high, chan-
nel all that energy into some productive
classwork and friendships. You've ma-
tured, and people who saw you as "the
kid" will see your new-found wisdom.
Who knows? With a little luck and good
timing, you may be practicing your ro-
Tnanticitaliah phfa'ses some" time soon! '
APR 20 - MAY 2O
You may not realize it, but you're be-
ing awfully manipulative and heartless
lately. Why is that? If self-esteem is your
problem, don't try to solve it with ran-
dom hook-ups. Hitting on every avail-
able freshman will ultimately make you
feel worse. Try working on your friend-
ships for once- you'll be surprised how
good it will make you feel.
GEMINI
MAY 21 -XIN2O
Wow! You've had an exciting week
from the highest of highs to the lowest
of lows. The stars are looking promising
for romance but you had better get your
act together if you want to succeed in




You've been one sick crab lately!
Whether your problems are physical,
mental, or emotional, a recovery is
bound to come soon. Work is important,
and you've been making leaps and
bounds in this category. Just keep in
mind that even Sebastian, that famous
crab from "The Little Mermaid," had to
have his fun sometimes. Go ahead and
indulge in a little junior high sexual en-
tertainment- softball sized hickeys per-
|v "haps.
JUL23-AUG22
You've got to stop taking blow off
classes- Trinity doesn't offer a class in
Underwater Basketweaving, remem-
ber? Your social schedule is looking just
fine but your academic schedule needs
a little work. We're not suggesting
rocket science here-just remember
that you can't fulfill all your credits
through phys. ed. classes.
VIRGO
1&AUG23-SE.FT22.
So maybe last weekend wasn't all
that you hoped it would be. That's okay,
things can't be entertaining 100% of
the time. Now that you have some free
time on your hands, take some time to
relax. It's a little cold to work on your
tan but maybe something else will
come up. Keep on playing and enjoy the
fun times to come.
Ll&RA
SOT23-OCT22'
Do too many of your Friday and Sat-
urday nights end up with you eating
Ramen and watching Disney movies
with your roommate? News Flash! It's
about time you broke up with your
roommate! Remember, the only things
in life you regret are the chances you
don't take. Go for it! At least you'll




24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860)278-4334 (860)278-4527
s
Pizzas Sides & Salads
Small (12") . . . . . . . .$ 5.00 Topping ....$ .50 Maricoppi Bread .. ..... $3,50-
Lai*£Ce (16") .. $ 8 .00 T o p p i n g . . . .$1.00 A larse ioaf °f Sarlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy gallic butter
,-,-• • / . .«"« '* «\ *., r-'-«rt rn • frnr-n and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00 Topping ...$2.50 C h e f Sala(J -,. ^ ' ( _ ; $ 6 0 0
GreekSalad . . . . . . . . $ 6.00
Toppings T u n a S a l a d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 6 . 0 0
A n t i p a s t o . . . . . . . . . . $6 .00





Call in Your Order — Free delivery from 11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. -4 a.m. ~ Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
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The dreaded time has come. Our fate
once again looks us in the eye in the form
of a 1996-97 Bulletin, along with a nice,
little registration schedule. Our blood
runs hot, our hearts beat faster as we des-
perately seek out the classes that will
ensure us an easy and somewhat inter-
esting voyage through the upcoming
semester. It's been proven time and time
again that Trinity students' relentless
struggles for better classes has only
landed them deep in the melting pot of
indecision and frustration.
Is it possible that the rebel-kid who
throws darts at his Spring 1997Schedule
of Classes to choose his future is better off
than the studious one who cross-refer-
ences and reviews his or her choices un-
cold sweat, rocking back and forth in the
corner of your room, picturing your fu-
ture at the International House of Pan-
cakes. So here's the situation: By now,
you've sat around at dinner, furiously
flipping the fragile pages of your sched-
ule and screaming to your friend across
the way about what lie's taking, while
eyeing those two Teacher Permission
forms just waiting for you to swipe to re-
place the ones that you've already
messed up. You've got 2 out of 4 classes
down and a pretty basic idea of what
you've got left to choose from (i.e. The
rest of the book.) You have no idea what
to do. All you have to do is this: Assume
that each of your four years at TrinTrin
correspond to the 100 through 400 lev-
els of classes; reversed. That is, if you're a
Frosh, your category is 400, if you're a
Senior, your a 100. Now, take the first let-
ter in your last name that corresponds
Either all your classes end up...earlier than when you
go to sleep the night before...or when you utter the
Professor's name to your fellow student..he/she replies
with facial expression combining Tori Spelling and
Jabba the Hut.
til the cows come home? Is it worth it to
bear the timely struggle to achieve the
perfect schedule? Some students think
so; others just don't give a hoot.
Slamming down my Bulletin for the
ump-teenth time, I've come to the con-
clusion that everyone's thinking the
same thing as me: "This is a joke."
Most students this year have found it
equally frustrating to find the class they
are looking for, even if they know exactly
to the first letter in a department. For
example, if your last name is MacKay,
you correspond to Mathematics. Now go
to that section and ask your neighbor to
pick the worst time he/she sees on the
schedule. No matter what it is, take it.
It'll either be so easy for you that it's a
blow off, or you'll get brownie points for
being the only Frosh in a Senior class, or
you'll fall somewhere in between. Trust
me. It works.
classes end up on "TR 11:20-1235," or
their times are earlier than when you go
to sleep the night before. Maybe its
course description renders a picture
more horrible than your last Chemistry
exam. Or when you utter the Professor's
name to your fellow student who re-
cently had him/her, they reply with a
facial expression combining Tori Spell-
ing and Jabba the Hut. The next thing
you know, you've exhausted your re-
sources and you're holding yourself in a
like me about cndosmg the right class,
it's a lost cause. When Add/Drop period
rolls around in January, visit all the
classes you can. No matter what you sign
up for now, you'll have the chance to
change your classes should you want to
then. Besides, unless you've got Michael
Johnson and Carl Lewis to run your per-
mission slips around campus all week,
you're gonna be pretty tired and pretty
frustrated. So, don't worry, just sign up,
grin, and bear it.
m
Reasons To Vote Today
8. You were overcome by Ralph Nader's emotional
speech at Trinity last Wednesday.
7. To vote for Dobelle...He's running, right?
6. "Ohhh, this isn't Russia, Danny. Is this
Russia?"*
5. Free golf pencil with absentee ballot.
4. The Codger or the Dodger: Two great
Americans with many, many flaws.
3. Chelsea Chelsea Chelsea!
2. To separate yourself from the 55% of voters
who will spend the day playing Nofriendo *
instead of voting.
1. You can put "Presidential Voter, 1996" on your
resume.
0. SGA will give out those kits with Pop Tarts
and pseudo-Chex mix if you vote.
-1. Free shot at the View if you vote for Marty
for Justice, Fifth District Hartford
Superior Court
-r. a defy SASLJC, ituh
Dear Dr. Chang: I have a problem
meeting-women. Myfriendssayit'sthe
way Idress. I almost always wear black
clothes and sunglasses because they re-
flect my mood. I know this may work
against me, but I'm not interested in
dressing preppy. What do you think?
-P,Funston
Black works for some guys—look at
what it did for Johnny Cash—but you
have to lose the glasses (and the angst).
Women have to able to see your eyes; the
perceptive ones will realize that you're
sincere and approachable.
Ask Dr. Chang
guests should swirl the whiskey in the
glass to bring up the aroma. After sip-
ping, they should savor the taste as it
lingers in the mouth (the "finish").
When each bottle has been sampled,
bring out strong-flavored foods to
complement the smokiness of the
scotch-one distiller suggests oysters
on the half shell, caviar, smoked meats,
pates and aged cheese.
Dear Dr. Chang What are the odds
you'll get a woman pregnant if you
have unprotected sex with her every
day for a month?—A, Vernon St
Researchers calculate that fertile
women who have unprotected sex
once a week over the course of their
menstrual cycle have about a 15 per-
cent chance of pregnancy, those who
have sex every other day a 33 percent
chance and those who have sex daily a
...but first impressions count for something, no matter
how unfair that may seem. I can understand why
most women don't jump at the chance to meet some
gloomy guy
You shouldn't change your style to fit
anybody's mold, but first impressions
count for something, no matter how
unfair that may seem. I can understand
why most women don't jump at the
chance to meet some gloomy guy. So
lighten up. Another problem with
black is that when she turns off the
lights, she may not be able to find you.
Dear Dr. Chang: When I was a 'kid,





First, select a .sampling of single
malts and blends. Use tulip-shaped
glasses or brandy snifters and make,
sure each guest hasawaterglass, plenty
of ice and a plate of unfavored crack-
ers for clea nsing the palate. Se t out sev-
eral pitchers of room-temperature,
noncarbonated mineral water for add-
ing to the scotch. Before tasting it,
37 percent chance. Those are good
odds if you're trying to have a kid.
Dear Dr. Chang: What are you sup-
posed to do when a waiter hands you
the cork from a bottle of wine? I've
seen people sniff it, but what do they
smell that prompts them to send the
wine back? Until 1 figure this out, I'll
just keep nodding and smiling as if I
know what rm doing—T, Vernon St
The smell of the cork is a good early
warning if something is dramatically
ig.i.At.its best, the, cork can yield
an attractive preview of condition and
quality. If the cork is dry and cracked,
air may have oxidized the wine. A
damaged cork may also indicate biotic
problems. Before you reject a bottle by
its cork, check the bouquet of the wine.
If there seems to be a problem and it
doesn't disappear quickly, send the
bottle back.
Write Dr. Chang at Campus Box
702582
, I M • n H Tl 4 I «*" 1 M C J 1 1 I
T«fcNS?©RTAT!Q
FREE COFFEE AND A COOKIE AT
THE UNDERGROUND COFFEEHOUSE
7:30-9:00
I * limit t coupon, per person, per night
I* expires 11/5/96
fin am nan an u s asn ran am ata mm mm m warn ma am nm mm ra mm mm • « msa • !
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Bistro Has Big Plans For The Future
The inner-workings of the Bistro are discussed in an interview with Patricia Connolly and Laurie Hennessey
BY JtlLIANNA BOGDANSKI
Features Writer
How often do you go to the Bistro? It
seems that many students on campus
only make an occasional trip across
campus to the Bistro, unless of course
they live right there, and usually only for
eating purposes. I had an informal dis-
cussion with both Patty Connolly of the
Special Events office and Laurie
Hennessey of Bistro management about
some events at the Bistro which we
should definitely look into. Ms. Connolly
handles both external and internal
events which involve the entire campus.
The first segment of the interview dealt
with the International events, how they
came into being, and what is trying to
be achieved through these events.
Patty Connolly: It started last year. I
asked the Registrar for a list of all of our
international students and the country
from which they came. And, remember
last year we had the big flags? People
didn't care for the big flags because tall
people would bump their heads. This
year I did the same thing, getting a list of
the international students, but we pur-
chased smaller flags, which is better be-
cause we can put up more of them.
Essentially what we're doing is trying to
have a celebration of all of the students
who go to Trinity and their countries. So
I've been working with the Marriott, and
Laurie can tell you about all of the inter-
national foods.
Laurie Hennessey: Basically what we
did was Patty gave us a list of all of the
international students and what coun-
tries they were coming from. Each week,
barrmg reading weekand thanksgiving
week, we separated out the countries and
picked foods that were native to that
country. Last week was our "Travel to
Mexico," we tried to do one dish a day.
One thing that has been difficult is
that some countries don't offer any eas-
ily made foods people really wantto buy.
Like last week we did a South African
dish which was a curried lamb meatloaf.
Some people bought it, they liked it. The
closer connection with the Bistro, to have
the students make greater use of a facil-
ity that is essentially therefor the stu-
dents.
Patty Connolly: Also this year, at the
Bistro, we're trying to have trinity stu-
dents more involved with the use of the
Bistro. We had senior night a couple of
weeks ago...they were able to come...I'd
like very much for them to be able to use
it as a fund-raising venue because the
seniors make a gift to the college each
year. The juniors are going to use it
Wednesday nights for a study break
venue, and I'm working with all of the
class officers to let them.know that the
Pub Night...last year when it started I
thought it was great because it gave the
students, the seniors and juniors who are
twenty-one, the opportunity to socialize;
it gave them the-opportunity to meet
people from their class and be together.
It also gave them the opportunity to hear
good music. I bring in live music on
Thursdays and Saturdays. Student Ac-
tivities brings in a variety of acts on Fri-
day nights, so we have programming
Thursday, Friday, Saturday. On Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday, we have Mon-
day Night football, we're trying to get a
Dart League going on Wednesday night.
We're, again, trying to bring in different
programs to the Bistro. We want the stu-
The addition of flags in the Bistro has heralded the
coming of international cuisine.
ANTHONY LOWENBERG
Bistro is here for them. We have a Bistro
committee that meets every month.
We go over the programming and we
makedecisions,..its just a way of commu-
nicating with everyone involved: the
Marriott, ourselves, all of the student
officers...we have a representative also
from the Underground who has been on
the committee for a couple of years. She
brings a good viewpoint and a lot of
times she has come up with very good
suggestions. We also try to tie it in with
the sports.
We make decisions on the usage—we
decided this year that we were not.going
"For the food ideas, when we picked the countries we
sat down and went through all kinds of international
cookbooks, we also have a new executive chef that
started in September and he's got some great ideas.
We just try to keep it as simple as possible."
desserts seemed to go okay, we had an
apricot roll last week, and that they
loved.
For the food ideas, when we picked the
countries we sat down and went through
all kinds of international cookbooks, we
also have a new executive chef that
started in September, and he's got some
great ideas. We just try to keep it as
simple as possible. Like today we did
Bunnelos, which is a flour tortilla that
you deep fry and serve with cinnamon
sugar.
Patty Connolly: So the idea is that
through the flags and the foods, and the
posters we've put up, that it's really just
a celebration of the international stu-
dents who attend Trinity.
Also there is Pub Night, we try to offer
the international beers and try to tie it
all together as an international theme.
And I know that Admissions next year
is definitely trying to attract more inter-
national students.
During the interview we also discussed
other events hekiatthe Bistro. Ingeneral,
what both Marriott and Special Events
are trying to do is to bring students in
to allow student parties, we ran into a
little problem last year. Marriott has to
clean it up and get it up and running very
early on Monday morning; there were
some unfortunate experiences last year
so we're not going to allow the Bistro for
that purpose.
We just wanted the Tripod to know
where the International theme came
from and what we weretrying to accom-
plish at the Bistro.
When exactly did you start all of these
events at the Bistro?
Patty Connolly: 1 actually started it.
last year, it's been almost a year. I started
it last year when I came, at the end of
November last year. We really kicked off
Pub night on Sadie Hawkins day, Febru-
ary 29th. The International theme we
started right away in January, we formed
the International Committee then.
What has been the most successful
aspect of it? What kinds of feedback
have you received?
Patty Connolly: I think it's been Pub
Night. And maybe Laurie has a differ-
ent perspective on it since she's here all
the time. But 1 think the Thursday night
dents to be able to use it.
Laurie Hennessey: I've only been here
since the beginning of September man-
aging the place, and I've heard mixed
things about Pub Night. Aside from se-
nior night where it was free beer, it
wasn't actually bought beer. My expec-
tations of the entertainment and the
running of the bar—well the entertain-
ments been great, but the running of the
bar...well they may decide not to have the
bar here if it's not conducive to socializ-
ing.
I don't know if it's that peopje just don't
know it's here or that there's just not
enough people that can partake in it, the
majority of the students aren't of age but
it would be nice to see faculty people
come in, staff people come in...everybody.
Patty Connolly: Last year we sug-
gested that during Pub Night we could
invite the faculty, to give the faculty and
students a chance to socialize and
mingle, so I sent the faculty a QuickPost
and then this year I had some negative
reaction from the faculty about the Pub
Night. Originally it was called Keg
Night, but there's more focus this year on
the social as well as the intellectual as-
pects of Trinity and we'd like very much
for the faculty to come, it's a wonderful
venue to sit down and talk to the stu-
dents. We had thought one time of
maybe offering High Tea, which the
Marriott did during Great Britain week,
and we had a good reaction to that. So I.
guess we'd.also like feedback from the
faculty in addition to the students. I just
felt that if you want a program to go for-
ward, you need to bring in your target
market.
The students are really the target for
this, and that's why we started involving
more students on the committee. We did
it to find out what they wanted and to
let them know that it's for them. It's a
wonderful place where the seniors can
raise money; the juniors can have study
break; and we're very hopeful the sopho-
mores and the freshmen would also use
it. I'd really like to hear from the stu-
dents.
If you recall the information you re-
ceived in your mailbox, another impor-
tant and exciting event is up and coming
at Trinity and in Hartford. The Phoenix
ATP Tour World Doubles Championship
will be at the Hartford Civic Center No-
vember 13-17. The players will be prac-
ticing on our own Trinity courts, as
Trinity is a sponsor of the event, and stu-
dents can get tickets from Beth Egan.
Sunday is Trinity Day, and it is also the
Finals day. We are having a brunch that
morning at Coaches Bar and Grill on
Allen Street. The cost of the brunch is
$8. We are running a shuttle from cam-
pus at 10:45 a.m., and then the students/
attendees can walk to the tournament.
We also run a shuttle afterwards to pick
them up. It's very exciting, it's going to
involve everybody—staff, students, ad-
ministration.
Other events coming up are the Snow-
ball/Winter Wonderland on December
7th, then the Holiday luncheon is on the
20th. So there are a variety of activities
coming up.
In the Spring, CPTV is having a science
fair. In April there is an event coming up
with the Jewish Community Center;
they are having a film festival March 1-
3.
All of these events sound quite excit-
ing and should definitely be taken ad-
vantage of. I would like to thank both
Patty Connolly and Laurie for their time.
If any students, faculty or staff have
feedback on the Bistro events or other
suggestions, please e-mail Patty
Connolly in Special Events at
Patricia.Connolly@mail.trincoll.edu,
M events are 9-11:30 p.m. Pub Night-Thursday, Jazz*
and Blues Night-Saturday,
November
Thursday, 7th TEQUILA, Latin American and Mexican
• ' j a z z . -. ' • • , •
Saturday,,9th CUBRALIBRA,jazz
Thursday, 14th.DEEP FAT FRIARS, blues and rock
Saturday, 16th RAMBLIN DAN STEVENS, vintage blues
Thursday, 21st BOOKHOUSE BOYS
Saturday, 23rd RON MURRAY AN0VUELO, acoustic
. flamenco Latin ja^z
Thursday, 5th DAVID DROUILLARD, contemporary
American folk
Thursday, 12th TONY HARRINGTON AND TOUCH-
Saturday, 14th JOHNNY AND EAST COAST ROCKERS,
rhythm and blues swing
Thursday, 19th BOOKHOUSE BOYS
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Session Tickets for The Trinity Community Only *6
Session Tickets for Children & Seniors Only '6
Children undtr M.Sanlan over W ond StudenB wttfr valid t.O.Chlldrtn und*r M, Senlorttn qnd Kudanu wllh valid IB-
The world's best professional tennis
players compete year-round, in 83 tour-
naments and 38 countries in order to
qualify for this best-in-the-world finale.
The PhoenixATP/TourWorld Doubles
Championship delivers hard-hitting,
fast-paced action combined with skill-
ful teamwork and rapid fire returns. It's
all the skill and excitement of profes-
sional tennis... times two.
•Trini ty Day is November 17th. Pre-
Match Brunch at Coach's Sports Bar &
Grille. Shuttle transportation will be
provided. Ticket and brunch information
is available in the special events office
on the 2nd floor of Mather Hall.
For Session Tickets call Ticketmaster at. (860) 525-4500 or visit the Hartford Civic
Center Box Office. For Corporate Row Packages call toll-free at 1-8S8-ATP-DBLS.
i The TDD line for the hearing impaired is 1-860-549- 7706.





tPHOENIX TIME Trinity College
Hartford, Conntcticut
LOCrTE CORPOIUTION • MEUCEDIiS-BENZ -RADO 'IIAHTFOIW COUIMIW MOMEGAN SUN »A1VIERICAN AUUJNIi S .SNET
•(lONNKCTICLTr.RADlO NETWORK • XEROX of the NORTHEAST • PEOPLE'S BANK • NORTHEAST UTILITIES SYSTEM
:1S HOSPITAL and MEDICAL CENTER • PENN RACQUET SPORTS • SUNCARD RECOVERY SERVICES "SAINT FRANCI
A JEWEL PRODUCTIONS EVENT http://wvAV.cttennis.com
/ •
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Around
Trinity..,
Are You Ready To Rumble?!
Some girls at Gotham were definitely
ready to rumble this Thursday night. At
theannual Halloween party, A round Trin-
ity witnessed an unsuspecting partier be-
ing cornered in the bathroom by several
upperclass "sisters." After being verbally
attacked, the girl fled.the back to the
dance floor. It didn't end there, however,
for the brawling brats followed her out,
but were greeted by some unfriendly and
unhappy friends of the previously at-
tacked. Words were exchanged, along
with a nasty slap to the face...Who said
girls couldn't fight?
What's Under Them Togas?
Well, nothing actually. While playing
leap frog on the football field at half time,
AT caught a glimpse at a little more than
ivy under those sheets. Hey boys, next
time try a three legged racc.no, that's not
a compliment.
Gotcha!
f After puzzling over ̂ he-loss4 of t w ,
football jersies, the lost jersies were appre-
hended in the basement of Mather Hall on
Sunday night. When a member team was
on his way upstairs, he spotted two youths
sporting the jersies in question. The kids
were commanded to strip down and re-
turn the stolen goods. Apparently the
youths had acquired the code to the men's
lockerroom in Ferris and went on a "shop-
ping spree." Guess Campus Safety should
have spent less time trying to break up
parties at AD and more time protecting
our athletic stash.
Look Out Below!
There, seemed to be. a.disturbingly,
high incidence of random bodily fluids
exiting through windows all over campus
this weekend. On Friday, AT witnessed a
gentleman relieving himself through a
window on the third floor of Smith. Sat-
urday night another male (maybe even
the same one?) was caught in the same act
at Gleo. Also on Saturday, an intoxicated
young lady lost her cookies through the
second floor window of Smith. Next
weekend, make sure you stay away from
open windows-especially in Smith.
Fire!
^witnessed a car on New Britain Ave.
swerve out of control and hit a tree right
next to Clemens dorm. Some residents
called the fire department (located a hefty
two blocks away) and they obviously had
a hard time making the trip. Funny, how
they keep South campus residents up all
night, but they can't make it when there is
a REAL fire.
PERFORMS
Wed, November 6 12:05 PM
Stacey Grimaldi, soprano, will continue the fall sea-
son of "Enrich Your Lunchf concerts presented by THE
MUSIC SERIES at South Church, 90 Main Street, New
Britain. Her piano accompanist is Robert Ashens, and
she will be assisted by Mary Ellen Briga, violin. Admis-
sion is free to these half-hourconcerts, but donations will
be accepted. Luncheon may be purchased after the pro-
gram for $2.99. For more information, call (860) 223-7555.
Thurs, November 7 7:30 PM
Trinity alumnus James Flannery, Tenor, with Janet
Harbison, Irish Harp, will perform in a recital of song
and spoken word focusing on themes of immigration,
cultural identity and leaving home. It will be held on
the second floor of the Old State House in the City Coun-
cil Chamber. Admission for adults is $10 and $6 for stu-
dents with ID. Call Trinity's Austin Arts Center box office
for ticket information (860) 297-2199. Pre-recital buffet
dinner at 6:30 PM is available for an additional charge.
Fri-Sat, November 8-9 8:00 PM
Trinity's Fall Dance Concert presents an exciting mix
of dance will feature the Judy Dworin Performance En-
semble joined by the women's vocal trio, Rozmarin, sing-
ing traditional songs of Eastern Europe. Juried works by
student choreographers will round out the program.
This event will be held in the Goodwin Theater with free
admission.
Sat, November 9 8:00 PM
Crash Test Dummies are performing at the Webster
Theater with Ashley Macisaac. The Webster Theater is
located 31 Webster Street in Hartford. Tickets purchased
in advanced are $18.50 and $20 on the day of the con-
cert. For tickets or information, call ProTix at (860) 422-
0000.
Through Sun, Novemb er 24
p g
Hutensky Theater. The Golden Age consists of a cast with
Elizabeth Franz, Eve Holbrook, and David Alan Basche,
directed by Rob Ruggerio. Performances held Wednes-
day through Sunday are at 8:00 PM and Sundays at 2:30
PM. The Hutensky Theater is located 233 Pearl Street in
Hartford. For more information, call (860) 527-7838.
ART
Tues, November 12 8:00 PM
Brian Friel's "Philadelphia, Here I Come" will be per-
formed by the Lyric Theater of Belfast in the Goodwin
Theater. The Lyric Theater has nurtured Northern
Ireland's playwrights through twenty-five years of civil
unrest, often exploring the turbulent politics of recent
times. Now, for the first time since 1976, The Lyric re-
stages Friel's masterwork and concludes its first North
American tour with the final engagement in Hartford.
Philadelphia, Here I Come! tells the story of Gar
O'Donnell's emigration from his home in Donegal to
Philadelphia. "There are surprisingly few theatrical oc-
casions which win a permanent place in memory - the
Lyric Theater's revival of Brian Friel's masterpiece is such
one event!" - Belfast Telegraph
Through Sun, December 8
Richard Tuttle, internationally acclaimed artist and
Trinity College alumnus, is featured in this special exhi-
bition of booksand prints, that is guest-curated by Rob-
ert Murdock, Tuttle's classmate in the Widener Gallery
of Austin Arts Center. The hours for the exhibit are 12:30
-5:30 PM on the weekdays and 1:00 - 5:00 PM on the
weekends.
Through Tues, January 14,1997
The first exhibition to explore the most ambitious
project of the early career of the great American realist
painter Thomas Eakins (1844-1916) is being shown at
the Yale University Art Gallery, 1111 Chapel Street in New
Haven. Thomas Eakins: The Rowing Pictures brings to-
gether all the artist's extant depictions of oarsmen on the
Schuylkill River. For more information, call (203) 432-
0600. The museum and sculpture garden are open to
the public, free of charge, Tuesday through Saturday,
10:00 AM to 5:00 PM, and Sunday, 2:00 to 5:00 PM.
Through Sun, January 19,1997
The paintings of Pat Brauer and Jeffrey Galinson, on
display in The Bushnell's Promenade Gallery, confi-
dently illustrate this feature of artmaking, and persuade
the viewer that looking at ordinary objects can produce
no ordinary effect, when it has been shaped by an artist's
hand and special arrangement. As New England's gray
November descends as it also has for centuries, this show
will of fer a warm, alluring and enchanting reprieve. The
gallery is open on Wednesdays and Thursdays from 11:00
AM to 3:00 PM, during all mainstage events, and by ap-
pointment. Please call Mary Kramer at (860) 987-6000
CINESTUDIO
Trainspotting (R) Wed-Sat 7:30 PM
(Scotland, 1996) Director: Danny Boyle. Screenplay by John Hodge, based on the novel by Irvine Welsh. With the
music of Iggy Pop, Elastica, New Order and Blur. Cast: Ewan McGregor, Ewen Bremmer, Johnny Lee Miller, Kevin
McKidd. Injecting a jolt of energy into the British film industry, Irainspottingjoins Drugstore Cowboy, Naked Lunch
and Sid and Nancy in the pantheon of great films set squarely in the.drug subculture. Director.Danny Boyle, whose
Shallow Grave wickedly satirized British yuppies, brings his outrageous gallows humor to a plainly unglamorous
scene. Four charismatic lowlifes, stuck in gloomy Edinburgh, get their kicks' by shocking the bourgeoisie, shaking
down tourists, and making themselves ill on large quantities of heroin. Much of the film's undeniably high voltage
comes from the star-making performance by Ewan McGregor. 95 min.
The Magic Hunter (NR) Fri - Sat 9:35 PM
(Hungary, 1996) Director: Ildiko Enyedi. Written by Enyedi and Laszlo Laszlo Revesz. Presented by David Bowie.
Cast: Gary Kemp, Sadie Frost, Alexander Kaidanovsky. IldikoEnyedi's first movie, My Twentieth Century, introduced
her as an innovative new filmmaker from Eastern Europe. Her second film establishes her as one of the most inter-
est_4g filmmakers working today. The Magic Hunter, compared to Kieloswski's Trilogy, blends the stories of a
policeman's crisis of confidence in modern Budapest with his daughter's mysterious visions of pagan mythology.
Assigned to protect a Russian chess master, the policeman (Gary Kemp of The Krays) accepts seven magic bullets
from a shadowy figure who may just be the devil, "...a Chinese box ofa movie that opens to reveal the secrets of faith,
hope and the art of story telling" - Peter Keough, The Boston Phoenix. 106 min.
Picnic (NR) Sun 2:30 PM; Sun - Tues 7:30 PM
(1995) Director:Joshua Logan. Screenplay by Daniel Taradash, based on the play by William Inge. Cast: William
Holden, Kim Novak, Susan Strasberg, Cliff Robertson, Rosalind Russell. Cinestudio is proud to present the newly
restored print of an American film treasure, Joshua Logan's Picnic. Heavily influencing a generation of filmmakers
(including Martin Scorese, who used portions of its memorable soundtrack in Casino), Picnic crystallizes the grow-
ing frustration with the strict sexual boundaries of the 1950s. William Holden plays a rebellious drifter who drops in
on a friend in a small Kansas town. Within moments, he sets his sights on his friend's fiancee, played by a radiantly
alluring Kim Novak. The phenomenal wide screen, Technicolor photography is by the great James Wong Howe, and
the suggestive score, newly remixed in Dolby Stereo, is by George Duning. 115 min.
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
It
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LECTURES
Wed, November 6 7:30 PM
The film. Un Lugar en el Mundo by Adolfo Aristarain
will be shown in the Life Sciences Auditorium as part
of the Latin American/Spanish Film Series with English
subtitles. The screening is followed by a discussion led
by one of Yale's professors of in their Spanish depart-
ment, Ernesto Grosman.
Thurs, November 7 12:15 PM
There will be a talk given by the Rt. Rev. Steven
Charleston, Chaplain entitled Women of Faith: A Reli-
gious Revolution. This event is part of the Women's Cen-
ter Lunch Series. The talk will be held in Alumni Lounge
on the second floor in Mather Hall.
Thurs, November 7 8:00 PM
There will be a poetry reading by Trinity College Poet-
in-Residence Linda Hogan. She will be addressing her
audience in the Life Sciences Auditorium.
Mon, November 11 1:00PM
In the Alumni Lounge, the Center for the Study of
Religion in Public Life will present their inaugural event:
a panel discussion with author Melissa Fay Greene, Prof.
Jack Chatfield, Prof. Johnny Williams and Mark Silk.
There will be dessert served during this hour and a half
program. Greene is the author of Praying for Sheetrock
and a 1996 National Book Award Nominee for The
Temple Bombing.
In Need of a French Tutor
Don't sit around and let your grades suffer because
of your mid-terms....if you need help in French, call a




noOnoon ' Roman Catholic Mass; Crypt
Chapel
12.O0-2.-00PM QuietTime; Main Chapel
500 PM Meditation Group Crypt Chapel
500 PM Carillon Guild with Dan Kchoe78
Friday, November 8
- -5:00 PM Roman Catholic Mass
FE Raymond Smiatcwski
Sunday, November 10
300 PM Roman Catholic Mass
Fr. Raymond Smiakwski
Monday, November 11
12.-00 noon Pastoral Care Service
8:00 PM • PaurMreh Portrait dePrevert, a
; • play (performed in FrcnchX pre-
, • . sented by Compagtiie Claude
' / ' Beauckir from Paris. This perform-




Come run, walk, rollerblade, skip or crawl!!
Sunday, November 10th at 1:00 PM
The race course is the Fairfield Loop (approx. 3 miles)
The start and finish are at the Cave patio
Sign up in Mather during meals or just come on Sunday
The entry fee is $5, with proceeds benefiting the Hartford Interval House, a
shelterjor battered women and children.
Newington Cinema - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Prices: $5.50 adults; $3.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860)666-1401
That Thing You Do (PG) 7:10 PM; 9:30 PM
Glimmer Man (R) 7:20 PM; 9:20 PM
The Chamber (PG-13) 7:00 PM; 9:15 PM
Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, next to the Western Bank
Prices: $3.50 general admission
For schedule information, call (860) 232-2820
The Chamber (R) 7:00 PM; 9:30 PM
That Thing You Do (PG) 7?:00PM
Spit Fire Grill (PG-13) 9:35 PM
Fly Away Home (PG) 1:30PM
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (G) 1:45 PM
Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Prices: $7.25 general admission; $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 568-8810 .
The Ghost and the Darkness (R) 1:20 PM; 4:10 PM; 7:25 PM; 10:00 PM; 12:20 AM
Get on the Bus (R) 1:30 PM ;
First Wives Club (PG) 12:35 PM; 2:45 PM; 5:00 PM; 7:10 PM; 9:25 PM; 11:40 PM
BigNight(R) 5:05 PM; 7:30 PM; 9:40 PM; 11:45 PM
Thinner (R) 12:30 PM; 2:35 PM; 4:40 PM; 7:40 PM; 9:45 PM; 11:50 PM
Dear God (PG) 12-50 PM; 3:10 PM; 5:30 PM: 7:55 PM; 10:15 PM: 12:25 AM
The Associate (PG-13) 1:25 PM; 4:05 PM; 7:35 PM; 10:05 PM; 12:30 AM
Romeo and Juliet (PG) 12:40 PM; 3:00 PM; 5:20 PM; 7:45 PM; 10.10 PM; 12:30 AM
Sleepers (R) 1:00 PM; 4:00 PM 4:30 PM; 7:00 PM; 8:00 PM; 9:55 PM; 11:15 PM
Mighty Ducks 3 (PG) 12:30 PM; 2:40 PM
The Long Kiss Good Night (R) 12:45 PM; 3:45 PM; 7:15 PM; 9:50 PM; 12:15 PM
Bad Moon (R) 12:55 PM; 3:05 PM; 5:10 PM; 7:20 PM; 9:30 PM; 11:35 PM
ToGillianonHer37thBirthday(PG-13) 12:40PM; 2:50PM; 4:55PM; 7:45PM; 10:10PM; 12:05AM
High School High (PG-13) 1:10 PM; 3:20 PM; 5:25 PM; 7:50 PM; 10:20 PM; 12:10 AM
Larger Than Life (PG) 1:05 PM; 3:15 PM; 5:20 PM; 7:30 PM; 9:30 PM; 11:30 PM
Wednesday, November 6
7:00 PM The Whalers play the Bruins at
The Hartford Civic Center, SLRC
has tickets for $20.
10:00 PM The film The Mighty Aphrodite is
playing in the Cave
11:00 PM TV or NOT TV is performing
Smurfs: "Waste Not SmurfNot" in
the Underground Coffee House
Thursday, November 7
9:30 PM Keg Night at the Bistro featuring
Tequila
Friday, November 8
8:00 PM In the Bistro there will be Karaoke
and a Talent Show sponsored by
TCBWOandSAO
9:00 PM Stand-up comedian Anthony
Clark from Boston Commons will
be performing in a TCAC event in
the Washington Room
9:00 PM A rock band will be performing in
the Underground, Side Door
Johnnies
12:00 AM Midnight Bowling at BowlO'Rama
Saturday, November 9
7:00 PM The Whalers face off against Buf-
falo at the Hartford Civic Center;
Tickets can be purchased for $20
in the SLRC
8:00 PM Planes, Trains & Automobiles and
Home for the Holidays will be
shown in the McCook Auditorium
8:00 PM At the Bushnell Theater, II
Travatore is being presented; for
$10 tickets see the SLRC
9:00 PM In the Underground Coffee House,
the Irish Folk music of Cucoburr
can be heard
Sunday, November 10
10:00 PM The TCAC meeting will be held in
the Alumni Lounge
Monday, November 1J
7:30 PM Roger Newman wiII give a lecture
on Sex, Censorship, and Internet in
the Washington Room
8:00 PM The Republican Club has a meet-
ing
9:15 PM The SGA meeting will be held in
Terrace Room B
Interested in working for the
Trinity Tripod?
* * * * *
The 1996 staff is always looking for
new writers and photographers. Join
the editors for their weekly meeting
in the basement of Jackson Dorm on
Tuesday nights at 10:00 PM.




Men/Women earn $480 weekly assembling circuit
boards/electronic components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate openings in your
local area.
call 1-520-680-7891 extension C2000
***Spring Break'97***
: Sell 15 trips and travel free!
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica, or Florida!
CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
Call Now! TAKE-A-BREAK (800) 95-BREAK!
Help Wanted!
Articulate telephone secretaries needed for a busy
Wethersfield answering service.
Must be flexible with schedule and weekends are
mandatory,
For more information, 258-4022
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Jenny Dakin Leads The Field Hockey Defense
BY PETER GUINEY
Sports Editor
If there were a survey taken at Trinity
looking for the friendliest people on cam-
pusjenny Dakin's name would be on the
topof the list. Walkingon the Longwalk,
Dakin is one of the people that you can
count on to say hi. Herenthusiam is hard
to find anywhere else. However, when
the topic of conversation turns to sports,
Dakin is all business. Dakin, a three-year
letter winner in both field hockey and
lacrosse, takes her athletics very seri-
ously, and that is obvious as soon as she
steps on the field.
Dakin started playing field hockey in
6th grade at The Hathaway Brown
School in Shaker Heights, Ohio. Dakin,
who eventually graduated from
Hathaway Brown, won numerous hon-
ors for athletics. She received All-State,
as well as All-American honors, and in
her senior year, she received the honor
given to the best athlete in the school
From Hathaway Brown, Dakin had
hoped, to move onto a Division 1 school
to play lacrosse, but things didn't work
out, and she chose to attend Trinity in-
stead. She was attracted to Trinity, be-
cause it would give her the opportunity
to play both sports. "I knew that I would
be able to do other things at Trinity. At
this level, sports are not a year long
committment, like they are at Division I
schools."
As the field hockey team enters its sec-
ond NCAA tournament in three years,
Dakin is confident that the team will re-
spond to the challenge. This year's team
has gotten a lot of support from many
of its younger players. "I just try to be
supportive with them," says Dakin. She
has played a major role on defense for the
Bantams. She sees her role as a commu-
nicator, somebody to make sure everyone
is on the same page during the game,
Dakin, along with the other three se-
niors on the team, experienced the
NCAA tournament as a freshman, so she
knows what it is going to take to be suc-
cessful in the tournament. "We are go-
ing to have to increase our level of
intensity, if we are going to be success-
ful. This team has a lot of great players,
and have gotten along great, since the
very beginning of the season, says Dakin.
Dakin came into the season with a very
open mind, not making any definitive
team goals. However, Dakin realized
from the very first practice that this
would be a very special team. "During
the first practice, it seemed as if the team
had been practicing for weeks. It was
such a good feeling." Dakin actually ran
into a bit of trouble early in the year. An
early season injury kept her out of action
for a while. "It was so frustrating to sit
on the bench and not be able to do any-
thing," says Dakin. "The coaches were so
helpful. I was so frustrated, and they
helped me stay on track mentally."
Dakin, an Economics major, has her
post-graduation plans set out. She plans
on applying to Business School, or a cor-




Our research center is testing
investigationa! medication for asthma
patients over 12 years of age
Patients will be compensated up to
$520 for time and travel expenses.
If you are interested please call:
The Connecticuf Asthma
and
". ./Allargy • Cantor... •,., .
Leave a message at 231-7810 with your
name and phone number
Senior captain Jenny Dakin has been a force in the





. ' Sports Writer
" On 'a cold and rainy afternoon the
Trinity Bantams fought a well fought
battle &t|t were edged out ib double
overtime; 3-2. Trinity overcame the
weather, the officiating, and the loss o£.;
aplayer' to tie the game in, thekst'min-'.
utes of the game. Fighting- the added
dimension of exhaustion the Bants
played through the first and then the
second fifteen minute overtime session;
Only when the second overtime period
seemedover did the Cardinals finish the
game off with. 44 seconds remaining
The first half started with physical
play that played' in favor of the Cardi-
nals as they capitalized on a defensive
error and scored the first goal of the
game with ten minutes gone. A missed
dear by a Bantam defenseman ended
with a cardinal forward kicking a vol-
ley that cleared goalie Paul Coniglio '99
to the upper right corner."Although the
Bants increased the pressure .on
Wesleyan,' they were'unable to capital-
ize and'went into"halftitne down 1-0.
After the Bants came up empty in the
first half,' they were hungry for a goal,-
but found themselves down'2-0 with
sixteen,minutes gone. A Cardinal
wingman streaked down the leftside of
the box and created enough room to
cross the ball to the top of the eighteen.-
In another defensive lapse, there was not
a defender within ten yards of the Car-
dinal forward. There wa's not, anyone
close enough to defend a clear shot, arid
the Wesleyan forward capitalized his
opportunity with, a rip to the upper left
corner. Down 2-0, the Bantams showed
real heart as they continued to play in'",
tense soccer, This intensity both helped
and.hurt, tfre Bantams, With'eighteen
minutes gone by in the second half, the
Bants lost one of their .offensive players
to a red-card Daniel Rudolph '00 was'
ejected for a game misconduct call, cut-
ting'the trinity team down to only ten-
players on the field.
\ Although the game could' not have
gone any worse for the Bants, they ral-
lied to score two goals while down a
man, With Trinity forward Jared
Fernandes '99. open for a shot in the
eighteen, a Wesleyan defender tackled
' hinvwith a forearm to the midsection.
. This/blatant abuse of the rules resulted
- in a penalty shot where captain Marc
Salaf ia '97 finished a shot with a rocket
to the upper right.corher. Salafia started
the play from midfield when he
. .soundly beat two midfielders. Looking
to move the ball, Salafia passed to fel-
low senior Chris Lui, who used his vet-
eran knowledge to "dummy" the ball,
letting it go through his legs. Forward
Mike Wilson "00 was waiting for the
pass as it went through Lui's legs. Us-
ing his speed and deft moves, he not
only beat his defender, but the goalie as
well to ease the ball into an open net.
Fighting the fatigue, the Bants
pressed on through the first overtime
and into the second overtime. The last
• five minutes created the most exciting
• action of the game as sophomore Ian
,' Stone '99 was tackled from behind on a
wide open breakaway. This viscous
tackle resulted in a red card for the Car-
dinals, making the play even ten versus
ten for the first time in forty-five min-
utes.'
' With three minute to go the. Bants
• had another opportunity when de-
, fender Andy Hayes '99 shot from the
eighteen and hit the crossbar, No one
-was able to convert until Wesleyan
scored with 44" seconds to go. A cross
and a head ball by the Cardinals ended
the deadlock and the game as Trinity
; could not score after the Cardinal goal.
When asked about the game'Salafia
said, "We won that game from a hustle
standpoint but did not get the final
' breaks we needed to-win the game."
' Trinity travels to Western Connecti-
• cut on'Wednesday to play their last
game of the season under the lights at
7:00.





Trinity students enjoy the game they risked their life to see. JD HOPPENFELD
From left, Sean Gillespie '98, Chris Barlow '98, Nate McGhan '98,
Steve Hoppenfeld '06, and Mike Irving '98.
Trinity Students Brave
Terrors Of Bronx For Tix
BY J.D. HOPPENFELD AND
SEAN GILLESPIE
Contributing Writers
The eyes of America fell on Yankee sta-
dium a week and a half ago for Game Six
of the World Series, featuring the defend-
ing champion Atlanta Braves and the
New York Yankees. After battling back
from a two game defecit to win three in
a row in Atlanta, the Yanks returned to
New York with two chances to win it at
home. Six lucky Trinity students ven-
tured to the Bronx with thoughts of pos-
Barracades were upended and thrown
along with coolers, lawn chairs, and any-
thing else that may hinder a person's
mobility. In a ceremony not unlike a
modern day stoning fans attempting to
escape by scaling the fence were repeat-
edly pelted by full cans of beer until
dropping back into the conglomeration
of determined ticket hunters. Beefed up
security provided a line of a few dozen
officers in riot gear extending along the
unfenced portion of the field. One of the
students was forced into the line of of-
ficers by the wave of scurrying fans, and
redirected by by their billy-clubs until
the 1996 World Series. By the final hour
of October 26th, Chris Barton '98, Sean
Gillespie '98, J.D. Hoppenfeld '98, Mike
Irving '98, Nate Meghan '98, and Garth
Ballentyne '97 had experienced all the
excitement and chaos involved in the
Yankees first World Series Champion-
ship since 1978.
Although the game itself may have
been the defining experience in the lives
of the six young men, the events sur-
rounding this trip actually began 13 days
earlier following the clinching game of
the American League Championship
Series. While exiting the parking lot of
the Meadowlands following the Eagles'
victory over the Giants, Hoppenfeld and
Irving heard the announcement that the
Yankees had won the Pennant and tick-
ets for games 1,2,6, and 7 of the World
Series would go on sale the following
morning at nine. Before enough time had
passed for the two to reconsider,
Hoppenfeld and Irving were on their
way to the Bronx to brave the elements
in an attempt to capture the valuable
commodities that were World Series
tickets.
Arriving at nine along with countless
carloads of crazed people with the same
goal in mind, they joined thousands of
devoted fans, armed with supplies for the
long journey, who began accumulating
hours earlier in anticipation of a Yankee
victory. In an apparent attempt to iso-
late the chaos an understaffed police
force ushered the line into a sof ball field,
behind the stadium, enclosed by a fifteen
foot fence. Fans impatiently followed a
maze of police barracades while new-
comers continuously added to the
masses. Often an argument would turn
to a physical dispute errupting tempo-
rary madness throughout the congrega-
tion. Around three in the morning there
Was a police announcement that the line
was to move in an orderly fashion
through a gate in one corner of the field.
With this announcement came the
Bronx version of the running of the bulls.
students met up* OrUne other side of the
fence and made a mad dash for the line
forming near the stadium.
Throughout the morning, packed in
like cattle between police barracades
and the wall of the stadium, the crowd
moved in hourly surges around the pe-
rimeter. United by a common goal, the
crowd's focus turned to defending
against encounters with those attempt-
ing to shorten their individual mission.
Strangers insane enough to actually try
to work themselves into a spot further up
the line were beaten mercilessly, and
thrown out into the street among chants
like, "No-Out-si-ders" and, "Ass-Hole."
By five, the students had worked their
away around the stadium to a spot so
near to the ticket office that they found
themselves on the live broadcast of New
York channel four's "Live at Five." Finally
at six o'clock, after over twenty-one
hours of mayhem, they had accom-
plished their mission. They walked




As a reward for their excellent season,
the field hockey team earned a berth in
the NCAA Division III Tournament. The
tournament, which consists of 16 teams,
has four regional tournaments. In the
Northeast regional, Trinity will face
Eastern Mennonite University of
Harrisonburg, Virginia on Saturday at
7:00PM. The game will take place in
Oneonta, NY at Hartwick College.
The Bantams are seeded third in a field
of four teams. In the other game, #1 seed,
and host, Hartwick College (17-1), will
face #4 seed Middlebury (11-3). If Trin-
ity defeats the Royals, they will play the
winner of the Hartwick-Middlebury
game on Sunday night for a berth in the
final four.
Trinity, which will be going to the
NCAAs for the second time in the three
seasons that they have been allowed to
play in the NCAA tournament, finished
the season with an 11-3 record. Trinity's
last NCAA appearance came in 1993,
when it reached the Final Four. This will
be the 14th playoff appearance in 15
years for Trinity's field hockey program.
Before being allowed to play in the
NCAAs, they competed in the ECAC
post-season tournament.
Eastern Menonite comes into the tour-
nament following a very successful sea-
son. The Royals finished the season with
a 20-1 record and were champions of the
Old Dominion Athletic Conference.
Eastern Mennonite is a very strong
team. They finished ranked #3 in the
country last year, and enter this game
with an impressive 20-1 record. They
-ma-ay i .teams- by o ve>r*
whelming margins, including 13-0 and
19-0 wins. "In my years of coaching field
hockey, I didn't know it was even pos-
sible to score that many goals," said Trin-
ity head coach Robin Sheppard. The
Royals average 7 goals a game, despite
having a squad with only 3 seniors and
9 freshman.
"Since we don't know that much about
Eastern Mennonite, we have to focus on
what we need to improve on," said
Sheppard.
The team is very excited to have got-
ten a bid in the NCAAs, and the strange
circumstances surrounding their first
round game will not deter the Bantams
at all. They are the only team in the
NCAA Tournament playing at night,
under the lights, and they must play on
a surface they aren't used to. The team
will practice the night before the game
at 7:00PM to try and prepare for the ex-
ternal circumstances involved with the
match. "To prepare for the turf, we're
going to practice in the field house, and
at Springfield College, but it's frustrating
that we're playing at night, and no other
game in the tournament is being played
at night," said Sheppard.
Trinity comes into the tournament
after completing a very successful sea-
son. After winning their first 10 games,
the Bantams stumbled a bit, losing three
of their last five games. The team ended
up with an 11-3 record, including a 2-1
record against NCAA tournament
teams. The Bantams defeated
Middlebury 3-1 and Williams 3-1, and
lost to Amherst 1-0 in the season finale.
Leading the Bantams will be led byjory
Waldman (17g-19a) and Anna Norland
(12g-10a). On defense, the Bantams are
led by Jenny Dakin and goalkeeper
Kristen Skedd, who finished the season
with a stingy 1.41 goals against average.
"We are really excited. This is a real gift.







FARES A8E EACH WAY !»OM NEW YOKK BASED ON A BOUNOIUP
PURCHASE. FAKS DO NOT INCLUDE FEDERAL TAXES Ofi PFCS
TOTALLING $3 AND $ 4 5 , DEPENDING ON DESTINATION O« DEPAR-
TURE CHARGES PAID DIRECTLY TO FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS.
CALL FOR A FREE
STUDENT TRAVELS MAGAZINE!
flfiBBBH Travel -^mmr.
320 ELM STREET • NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
203-562-5335
http://www.cice.org/traveLhtm
E U R A l X. P A S S E S
ISSUED ON-THE-SPOT!
H & L Package Store
****1.75 Liters****
Popov $11.99 lim Bean $18.99
Smirnoff $16.99 Old Crow $14.99
Finlandia $22.99 Gapt. Morgan $19.99
Dubra $9.99 Palo Viejo Rum $15.99
Windsor Canad, Seag 7, Calv Xtra $14.99
****Beer Case****
Milwaukee Best - Bottles
Natural Light - Bottles
Babst Blue Ribbon - bar bottle




****.* „****12 Pack Bottles*
Bass Ale $12.99*
Corona $10.99*
Molson Golden, Molson Ice $9.99*
* Plus Tax and Deposit
MICRO BEERS - MIX ANY SIX FOR $7.99*
YOUR CHOICE FROM 40 VARIETIES
*Plus Tax and Deposit
Kegs and Party balls available
247-9138
m&m
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Cross Country Races Their Way Into New Englands
BY YOLANDA FLAMINO
Sports Writer
On Saturday, at the Veterans' Memo-
rial Park in Middletown, Connecticut,
the cross country teams ran their annual
dual meet against NESCAC rival
Wesleyan. Both the men's and women's
races were very close, making it an ex-
citing meet for the number of fans and
alumni that attended. The Lady Bants
claimed victory but the men suffered a
tough defeat by a margin of two points.
The men's race, from start to finish,
was filled with excitement and tension,
as the two teams jockeyed for front posi-
tions over the five mile course. The race
was won by Wesleyan's Mike Keating in
a time of 27:33, helping his team win in
a 27-29 decision.
Trinity was led, for the second straight
week, by junior Eric Lavigne. Lavigne,
with a time of 27:43, placed third as he
led the Trinity pack, consisting of the
threesenior captains. This group, all fin-
ishing within ten seconds of each other,
comprised of senior captainsjosh Olson,
Robert Johnson, and Charles Baker. The
next scorer for the Bantams was Ben
Appleyard, '98, as he captured eleventh
place. Assisting the team in its effort
were freshmen Andrew Malick, David
Kyle, who has shown considerable im-
provement throughout the season, Mat-
thew Wong, Adam Forkner, and
sophomore Andrew Joseph.
Once again Trinity's solid pack of rac-
ers contributed greatly to the team's ef-
fort as they were able to push one another
during the competition. Baker, in retro-
spect of the meet, felt that, "the pack was
definitely strong today. We ran close, we
ran tough, but unfortunately, we needed
to move it up a little or have a runner de-
feat the second place finisher from
Wesleyan in order to secure a win." The
men's team ran extremely well, but un-
fortunately Wesleyan's squad also
stepped it up a notch, as they ran one of
their strongest races of the season.
On the women's side, a Wesleyan run-
ner, senior Sarah Brodsky, captured the
first place crown but did not receive the
support she needed to claim a team vic-
tory. Trinity won with a score of 25
points to Wesleyan's 31, allowing the





The Trinity College women's soccer
team ended their season on a down note,
as they lost their final game of the sea-
son to NESCAC rival Wesleyan 2-0.
Things were looking good for the B'an-
.taxns, prior., to their match with.
Wesleyan. After starting the season 0-
9-2, the team put together a two-game
winning streak, beating Mt. Holyoke 3-
0, and coming from behind to beat
Middlebury 3-2. The team ended the
season with a 2-10-2 final record.
"It would have been very nice to end
this season with a win," said Jen
Sumergrade. Things were going great
after the Middlebury game, but there
was a huge let down against Wesleyan.
"We didn't play well at all. It was kind of
.disappiriting, we should have played
much better," said Sumergrade. Trinity
never got things rolling, against a team
that they could have beaten.
Sophomore Goalie Colleen Kirby makes a save. SPORTS INFORMATION
"SEX, CENSORSHIP AND THE
INTERNET"
Do you want your kid brother looking at porn on the
net? No?! Do you want the Government watching
you?
Roger Newman, prizewinning author of
Hugo Black: A Biography
Will present a lecture/debate on censorship
Monday, Nevember 11 - 7:30 pm
The Washington Room
Reception immediately following
Presented by the Debate Team, Student Activities and the SGA
Wesleyan at this annual meet. Leading
the Bantams was sophomore Yolanda
Flamino with a second place finish. Se-
nior captain Jill Romano followed with
a time of 19:41, as she ran one of her best
races of the season. Close behind was the
other captain of the squad, Elizabeth
Worthy, '98. She finished in fourth place
with a time of 19:56, over the trails of the
5K course. Sophomore Kim Mendell,
running a fine race, placed fourth for the
team and seventh overall with a time of
20:45. The final scoring position was
captured by Katie Bisbee, who placed
ninth in the field with a time of 21:08.
The team received excellent support
from its other runners, freshmen Mariah
Titlow (21:11) and Denise Van de Kamp
(21:27), Megan Dunphy, who ran a won-
derful race after missing the majority of
the season due to a nagging injury,
sophomores Susan O'Hare (22:21) and
Eva Shaw, and senior Jacqueline
Lawrence. Due to fine efforts on the part
of all the ladies, they were able to defeat
their long time rival close to the end of
their season.
The women were pleased with their
victory and performances, although
many agreed with Worthy's statement
that, "the cold weather may have played
a factor. We're still becoming adjusted to
it, but it is good that we ran in the cold
before New Englands, so that we will be
better prepared and perhaps acclimated
to the colder conditions." Romano also
felt that this was good preparation for the
upcoming meet as "it gave us a chance to
run one more race and to let us see where
we stand as we go into the meet this
weekend."
This upcoming week the teams will
travel to Westfield State College to run
in the Division III New England Cham-
pionship race. Here, they will race and
vie for positions against a large number
of schools over the flat, fast course. From
this meet, the top four placing teams will
travel to Illinois to race in the NCAA Na-
tional Cross Country meet. Accompany-
ing these teams to Illinois will be the
next six top individuals.
Trinity has gained some experience of
this course from an earlier invitational
held there and they hope to use this
knowledge to this advantage as they par-
ticipate in this race, which has been the
focus of their training all season.
Football Win Streak Over
Senior Ray Jones is tripped up in last
Saturday's game.
continued from Page 24
the Bantam offense sputtered. As se-
nior co-captain Mike Poremba stated,
" We played hard but made too many
mistakes." Running back Ray Jones
(who accounted for 181 all-purpose
yards.) echoed these same sentiments,
"(Amherst) played well. Their guys
made some huge plays and we just
made too many mistakes to win" On
the da^ the'Bantams had four turn-
overs while onlyfordng one. However,
the one turnover created by the Ban-
tam defense/a sack by co-captain Rob
Norton '97 and recovery by junior Ryan
Burch, went for not as the Bantams of-
fense stalled in Amherst territory.
The Lord Jeffs, on the other hand,
used a quick strike passing attack to
pick apart the Bantam defenseand put
their own points up on the Scoreboard,
Amherst quarterback Rich Willard
continued his torrid hot streak with a
349 yard passing performance while
the .defense retained its league best
ranking of fewest points. Trinitys' 24-
7 setback, gave Amherst the inside
track to the NESCAC title and, as the
LAURA BLACKWEU.
game clock wound down, the Bantams
hopes for a perfect season became just
a memory.
However, there was still a tinge of
optimism for the season as a whole. As
Rob Norton said, "We just didn't play
well enough. Amherst played a great
game. They shut down our option and
theyhadaverygoodrecievingcoreand
quarterback." Jones itterated the fact:
"The score didn't show how well we
played to proud of this team. We have
gone a lot further than anyone ex-
pected us to." Similarly, Nor torn added,
I t would have been nice tct win, but a
' los$ is a loss. We are still 6-1 and with"
a win next week we will still have a
great season. Seven and one will be the
. best season we have had since going 8-
Q (in 1993).". • '
And so, the Bantams look fowarcho
their season finale against' Wesleyan,
As co-captain Poremba, emphasized
about the Amherst game and the sea-
son in general,"This wasn't the way we
wanted it (the game) toend up, but we
.now have to regroup and come back
and beat Wesleyan." '
) 1






Men's Soccer at Western Conn, 7:00PM
Saturday, November 11
Football at Wesleyan, 1:00PM
Cross Country at New Englands
Volleyball at NESCAC Championships at
Hamilton
Field Hockey vs. Eastern Mennonite at
NCAA Tournament at Hartwick College
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College View Cafe trivia Contest
Rules: The first person to answer all five trivia questions
correctly and leave a voice mail at The Tripodx2589 wins a
pitcher of Beast from the View.
IWhat are the names of the two major league
expansion teams that will enter Major League
Baseball for the 1997-1998 season?
2.What college can boast the most Heisman
Trophy winners?
3.What team won the innaugural
championship in Major League Soccer?
4.What NHL player holds the record for most
goals in one season?
5.Who is the only NBA player to lead the
league in both scoring and assists?
Congratulations to Chris Slawsky '97 who took the time to read
last week's Tripodto earn his pitcher of Beast.
Write for the Sports
Section!
?ason is getting
started and we need writers to cover
all the sports— basketball, hockey,
squash, swimming, wrestling,
indoor track, and senior prof iles. If
you're interested, call Pete atx2997
or Carolyn at x3361. If you're
interested in taking sports pictures,
call Laura at x2813.
Don't feel like making
the trip to Middletown
in '
Listen to all the action
on WRTC 89.3.
The Game Starts at
1:00 PM




1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse
GOOD NOON UNTIL CLOSING, ID REQUIRED
«. J.
Tuesdays $4.00 Pitchers* Thursdays $4.00 Pitchers*
*-Mil"sBest
Stacey Chin'00
Chinjt«||Jl$fe hitter on the
volleyball team, had an
outstanding week to lead the
team to two victories. She had a
team high 15 kills and 5 service
aces, during Tuesday night's
three set win over Mount .
Holy£k^,§jie had 6,kills inthe
clinching third set s ' ^
 W I ^
l On $$ircja£ she had to'kills
and 4 ace$jn the team's two
games^For the season, she
leads the team in kills with 196,
and service aces with 57. She's
second on the team fn digs with
225.
port*
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Amherst Ruins Trinity's Homecoming, 24-7
BY MIKE WEINER
Sports Writer
On a chilly New England Sat-
urday afternoon, old rivals met
to battle for NESCAC su-
premacy. Trinity vs. Amherst
was to be a homecoming For the
ages. Two undefeated teams en-
tered the game playing some of
the most impressive football in
the Northeast. Amherst came
in ranked second and Trinity
third in the latest ECAC Divi-
sion III New England Football
Poll. Yet, these programs had
come to this point from differ-
ent directions. The Bantams are
characterized by a potent run-
ning attack (averaging 249
rushing yards a game) which
features the dual ability of Joe
Mullaney '98 and all-around
sensation Raymond Jones '98 in
the multi-flex offense. The Lord
Jeffs, on the other hand, fea-
tured the playmaking ability of
a passing attack built around
their quarterback Rick Willard
(with a NESCAC-best quarter-
back efficency rating of 149.8).
So, although these two pro-
grams came from different
Senior Ray Jones flies over an Amherst defender in an
attempt to gain a few extra yards.
backgrounds they met on Sat-
urday, each with record setting
offenses and solid, unrelenting
defenses in order to decide who
would capture the NESCAC
crown for 1996.
The Bantams began the game
with great promise. After tak-
ing the opening kickof f on their
.32 yard line, Trinity drove down
the field. The big play on this
drive was a huge 43-yard run by
Field Hockey Stumbles Into Tourney
GUS EtUSON
junior fullback Greg Gagne.
That play, coupled with two
completions by Mullaney, set up
the Bantams' touchdown on
fourth down from one yard out.
Throughout the contest, the
Bantams used different offen-
sive formations in an attempt to
catch the Lord Jeffs off guard.
As senior co-captain Rob
Norton stated, "We wanted to
get the ball into Ray's (Jones)
hands. We just changed the of-
fensive formations to give
Amherst some different looks."
The Lord Jeffs constructed a
touchdown scoring drive of
their own, on their first
posession, and, although right
tackle Blue Eaves '00 blocked
the ensuing extra point,
Amherst had responded to the
Bantams' initial surge. Just be-
fore the first quarter ended the
Lord Jeff s scored again, on a 23-
yard pass and went ahead for
good, 12-7.
Whenever the Bantams
looked to get back in the game,
the Lord Jeff's defense proved
ready for the test. For much of
the third period the Bantams
controled the battle of field po-
sition and yet could not produce
any points. Stiffled by a key
interception early in the third
quarter by Amherst saf tey Todd
Nichols (who had three on the
day) deep in Amhersts' territory,
see Football on page 22
BY AMANDA TUCKER
Sports Writer
The Trinity field hockey team
has had a terrific season thus far
and is on its way to the NCAA
Tournament on Saturday. The
team finished the season with a
record of 11-3, including an un-
defeated record at home. The
team unfortunately lost their
last two games of the season to
Keene State and Amherst.
On Tuesday, the team traveled
to New Hampshire to face Divi-
sion II power Keene State. This
game was different than any
other that the team played be-
fore, because it was played un-
der the lights, on artificial turf.
On Monday, the team travelled
to Springfield College to prac-
tice on their turf field, so that
they could experience the new
surface. After the practice, the
Bantams were even more ex-
cited to show the Pride of Keene
State that they could play on
any surface.
The game did not exactly go
the way the team hoped. The
Pride roared out to a 4-0 lead in
thejirst half, while Trinity was
left to figure out what had hap-
pened. At half time, Trinity re-
groupedand talked about what
they had to do, and when they
came back out they looked like
a different team.
: Trinity came out strong in the
second half and kept Keene
from increasing their lead. Trin-
ity finally got on the board
when Camilla Love '99 hit out
to Jory Waldman '97 who did a
perfect stick stop for Kate
Leonard'99 who scored die lone
Trinity goal. Trinity was able to
put together many more scor-
ing chances in the second half,
after going most of the first half
Volleyball Tames
Lyons And Gamete
Vanessa Ruff '99 sets up to
smack the ball upfield.
without a shot. The game ended
with Keene State winning 4-1,
and handing Trinity their sec-
ond loss of the year
The game left a bad taste in
the mouths of the Bantam play-
ers. They felt that they could
have played better and everyone
was upset because the team
wanted to finish the season
strong by winning their last
couple of games.
With the Keene loss behind
them, the team had to start
looking ahead to their game
against NESCAC rival Amherst
College. The game has always
been tough in the past, and with
Amherst entering the game
with an identical record to
Trinity's, the team knew how
important the win would be for
their post-season seeding.
Trinity controlled the game,
outshooting Amherst 18-2. Af-
ter 70 minutes of regulation
SPORTS INFORMATION
play, the game stood scoreless.
However, Amherst got a
lucky bounce and was able to
put the ball into the net to se-
cure the 1-0 victory. Trinity had
an opportunity to win the game
in overtime, but Amherst con-
trolled the ball, moved upfield
and scored the game winner.
With the win, Amherst finished
the season 12-2, while Trinity
finished 11-3.
The issue of postseason
seedinds becomes very tricky
because one of Amherst's losses
was to Middlebury, who Trinity
demolished last weekend, and
the other was to Williams, an-
other team Trinity beat.
Trinity will play Eastern
Mennonite University in the
NCAA Tournament on Satur-
day at Harcwick College in
Oneonta, New York at 7:00PM.




The Trinity College volley-
ball team went 2JLin three
rernatches'in the last week be-
fore the NESCAQtournament
The-Bantams defeated.Mount
Holyoke 3*0 last Tuesday night
Then, -triey $p"lit their two
matches it Connecticut Col-
lege test Saturday, winning
against Connecticut College, 3-
landlosirig to.Tuf tsf 3-0, -
b h -Tuesday, the Bantams
travelled to Massachusetts fora
hoh-confetence showdown'
with theMpurit HolyokeLyons,
a-.teamthey defeated in apre-
seas'on match. Trinity was
again victorious, winning in
straight sets,' 15-13,15-5,15-13.
With the win, Trinity fin-
ished their play against non-
league opponents with an 8*4'
record. . '•'
Last Saturday, brought two
matches at Connecticut Col-
lege, with rematches against
the Camels of Connecticut Col-
lege and the Jumbos of Tufts
University, This was the second
match against- Connecticut
College 1n only eleven days,
with theftrst contest endingiri
a three sets to one Trinity vic-
tory iri Hartford
As in the match on October
23, the Camels took the first set,
this time by a score of. 15-3.
However, the Bantams, as they
had in the last match, were able
to respond by winning the next
three sets (15-3,15-8, ] 5-5). Trin-
ity benefitted from the strong
play of Senior captain Marirza
Ubides, Stacey Chin '00, and
Natalie Karas '98 and from
some good blocking' by
Harleigh Leach '00 and good
. setting from Tracey Costa !00.
•"- Unfortunately for the Ban-
tams, Trinity, could not con"
- -tinue their success against
Tufts'. Thejumbos,astheyhad
; in a match on October 19, swept
' theBantams)w"mriingbyscores
of 15-5,35-2, and 15-8.
According to head coach
Fran Vandermeer, the perfor-
mance on Saturday will not
have a great impact on Trinity's
'seeding in NESCAC tourna-
ment in Hamilton this Satur-
day. The Bantams will likely be
seeded either 8th or 9th, With
either seed, Trinity will match
up against Bates, a team that
Trinity defeated in five sets at
the Awherst Tournament ear-
lier this year. Vandermeer says
the-Bantams will emphasize
-their team'defense as they pre-
pare In the absence of a acorn**
nating • offensive attack,
Vandermeer says the team's de-
fense will he important.' "We
need to be the strongest defen-
sive team at the tournament
and we've got the potential to
be able to do that" . '
A win against Bates in the
. opening round would also give
'Trinity a shot at the top seed,
either Amherst or Tufts, Coach
Vandermeer stresses that the
Bantams "need to not overlook
Bates." According to the Trinity
head coach, "We're really key-
ing on that Batesmatchand we
think that we have the talent to
beat them a second time in the
season."
